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Eastern Joins
Mid-American Conference
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Eastern Michigan University c o m p e t i n g f o r l e a g u e scholarsrups may be awarded at
and Central Michigan University championships in all sports one time. ln addition, freshmen
were selected July J 5 as the two except football and basketball will no longer be eligible to
n e w e s t m e m b e r s of the during the 1972-73 academic compete in varsity football and
p r e s t i giou s Mid-A merican year. Football and basketball basketball and transfer students
Co nference (MAC). The two c o m p e t i t i o n w i l l b e must wait one year, as opposed
schools join Bowling Green State i m p l e m e n t e d as soon as to one semester in the NAIA.
In accepting the invitation to
U n i v e r s i t y, Kent S t a t e schedules permit, probably in
join the MAC, EMU President
University, Miami University, 1975 or 1976.
Long range plans call for the H a rold Sponberg commented,
Ohio University, the University
of Toledo, and Western Michigan addition of an east grandstand to "Today is a momentous day in
U n i v e r s i t y i n conference Rynearson Stadium and a new the history of Eastern Michigan
membershjp.
I 0,500-seat convocation center University.
The MAC is one of 11 major for basketball, concerts and
''We are highly elated and
co l leg e Nat i o na I C o l legiate special events.
particularly proud to become a
A t h l e tic Association (NCAA)
As a member of the MAC, member of the Mid-American
Unjversity Division leagues. Each Eastern is required to drop its Conference, an association of
of the NCAA c o nf e rences membership with the National u n i v ersities w h i ch enjoys
a u tom a t i c a II y q u a Ii fies for A s sociation of Intercollegiate national academic distinction.
"Through our
p o s t -season
t o u r n a m e nt s
It is with great pride that I bring to you the news that Eastern affiliation with
and champion has been invited to join the Mid-American Conference. Our new this conference,
srup meets and affiliation will prove beneficial to all segments of the University our academic
program is
the Mid-Ameri community. Eastern alumni all across the United States will now enhanced and
c a n f o ot b a l l have a sense of cohesiveness in spirit and pride which will make our graduates
c h a m p i o n for a better Alumni Association.
w i l l e nj o y
c o m p e t es
g r e a t e r
annually in the
The University is looking forward to our new association with a c c e p t a n c e
Tangerine Bowl thjs conference which has demonstrated over the years high throughout the
a g a i n s t t h e standards of both academic and athletic excellence, nation.
"We dare to
champion of the competitiveness and good sportsmanship.
believe
that we
S o u t he rn
can bring
C o nfere nce.
I am looking forward to seeing you at some outstanding d i s ti n c tion to
Three o f the athletic contest in the near future.
the conference
MAC grid games
t h r o u g h our
Lonny J. Head s c h o I a r I y
a r e t e levised
Director of Alumni Relations f a c u1 t y , e x nationally each
cellent students,
year.
Board of Regents
Foot ball, cross country, Athletics (NAIA) and affiliate couregeous
and superb academic facilities.
basketball, swimming, wrestling, only with the NCAA. Standards
"H ence w e b elieve that
baseball, tennis, golf and of the MAC require that all membershjp will be mutually
outdoor track are the nine athletes adhere to a projected advantageous.
conference sports in the MAC. I .7 grade point average and that
"We are also proud to join our
Eastern and Central will begin only 126 "full ride" athletic
(Continued on Page I 0)
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Eastern
Michigan
University
Alumni
Association
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
JAMES RYNEARSON

VICE-PRESIDENT

FREDERIC W. BENNETTS

SECRETARY
LONNY J. HEAD
TREASURER
ABE KARAM

DIRECTOR
EMERITUS

LESLIE A. B UTLER

BOARD
OF
DIRECTORS

C. Eugene Beatty '34 - Frederic
W. Bennetts '42 - Edyth Cole '45
- Donald M. Currie '47 - Elven
Duvall '47 - Clare Ebersole '50 Vanzetti Hamilton '49 - Lonny
J. Head '67 - Judy Bates Jones
'57 - Abe Karam '62 - Robert
LeAnderson '30 - Olga Madar
'38 - Arthur Maschke '42 Valerie Turner Moffett '49 Lloyd W. Olds 'IS - James
Rynearson '52 - Paul Shoemaker
'32 - Robert Sims '52 - Robert
Smiley '48 - Earl K. Studt '32 Charles Wilkins '68 - Harold E.
Sponberg - Ex-Officio. Student
members: Richard Kerbawy Marsha Richman.

VOLUME XXIV
NUMBER ONE
FALL 1971

Published in the interests
of the Alumni at intervals
during the school year by
the Office for Alumni
R elations
and
Eastern
D evelopment,
University,
Michigan
Ypsilanti, Michigan. THE
ALUMNUS publications
committee: Lonny Head,
of
Alumni
D irector
Relations; Vince Vehar,
of
Director
Assistant
Alumni Relations; Frances
Gray,
E ditorial
H.
Assistant; Neil C. Bertram,
Publications
Editor;
Kathleen M. Dickson,
Associate
Publications
Editor; and Jacqueline J.
Parks,
A s s i stant
Publications Editor.

OFFICE
FOR
AL U MNI
RELAT1O N S
AND
D EVELOPMENT
T E L EPHONE
NUMBERS: 487-0250,
487-0251, 487-2144.

MOVING INTO A NEW YEAR

is always an appropriate time for
reviewing the past and looking
ahead to the future. This past
year was relatively quiet around
campus with the majority of
students and faculty still
the
from
recovering
unforgettable spring of I 970.
Many tin1es in our year's travels
we heard alumni comment that
"It was never like that when I
went to Ypsi." This, of course, is
true; however, things have
changed drastically in the last
few years on our campus and at
other campuses across the
nation.
While many of the old
buildings such as Sherzer,
Starkweather and Welch still
welcome students and several
familiar professors still occupy
the classrooms, the students are
greater in number, wear their
hair longer, their skirts shorter
and are much more concerned
about the major issues of our
times. So, things have changed.
We must now review the role
and responsibilities of the
Alumni Association and attempt
to bring things back to normal.
The function of an alumni
organization should be to build a
strong and vital relationship
between alumni and their alma
mater. This becomes a difficult
task at EMU because the Eastern
Michigan University from which
our alumni graduated forty,
twenty or even five years ago
does not exist today except in
memory.
Michigan
Eastern
The
University of 1971 is simply an
institution which most alumni
do not know. Developments in
higher education are occuring at
such a rapid pace that most
alumni will continue to be
ignorant of them, unless newer
and more effective methods of
alumni relations are established.
During the weeks and months
ahead, we will try to do a better
job of bridging the gap in
understanding
that
exists
between the University of today
and our graduates of yesterday.
Alumni
deserve
the
best
communication possible. As
former students, as responsible
citizens and taxpayers, they have

SPECIAL
OFFER
TO
ALUMNI
In a special offer to EMU
alumni and friends, A STORY
FROM MICHIGAN, the life
history of Clarke E. Davis, can
be ordered for $.95 plus $. I 2
p o stage. A limited soft-cover
edition, the book is a description
of America in the first half of
the century as seen by Dr. Davis.
The biography-history is vividly
told by Arthur L. Thomas, a
c h e m i s t r y i n s t r u ctor at
C a l ifornia S tate Polytechnic
College in San Luis Obispo. Dr.
Thomas was a godson and Jong
time friend of Dr. Davis.
T h e book, which contains
some 40 p a g e s conc erning
Michigan State Normal College,
can be ordered from the Office
f o r Alumni Relations and
Development, Eastern Michigan
University, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197. Checks should be made
p a ya ble to Eastern Michigan
University.

a need and right to be informed
about the academic community
toward which they feel some
degree of responsibility and
some desire to support.
I extend to you a cordial
invitation to join us for a wide
variety of new activities this
coming year. Also, we encourage
your thoughts and comments
about the campus today.
Lonny J. Head
Director, Alumni Relations

'l1WO NEW MEMBERS
JOIN ALUMNI BOARD

Judy Bates Jones

Vanzetti M. Hamilton

Judy Bates Jones and Vanzetti M. Hamilton are the two newest
members of the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association,
having been elected last May.

CLARKE E. DAVIS
1888 - 1971
It is with great sadness
that the Alumni Office
notifies you of the death
of a tremendous leader in
alumni affairs, Clarke E.
Davis. He passed away
July 8,
I97 I, after
suffering a heart attack at
his home in Vermontville,
Mich.
Born May 3 I, I 888, in
Burnips, Mich., Clarke
Davis enrolled at Michigan
State Normal College in
September, 1905. While
on
campus
he
was
president of Phi Delta Pi
fraternity, the Chemistry
Club and the
Stoic
Society, manager of the
football
1907
team,
treasurer of the senior
class of 1908, secretary of
the Athletic Association
and a member of the
Shakespeare Club.
a life
earned
He
certificate in 1908, a
bachelor of pedagogics in
1909 and a bachelor of
arts degree in 19 I 2. Dr.
Davis served as a member
of the faculty from 1907
to 1912 and then taught
chemistry for three years
at Columbia University,
where he received his Ph.D
in 19 I5. Following two
years at Utah State, he
returned to teach at
Columbia from 1917 to
1920.
In 1919, he became
chief chemist of the
National Biscuit Company
of New York City and
from I934 to 1949 served
as executive vice-president,
chief chemist and sales
manager for the Virginia
Dare Extract Company in
Brooklyn, New York. Dr.
Davis retired in J 949 and
moved to Vermontville.
He was a member of the
Michigan Legislature in
1953 and 1954.
Clarke Davis had a great
Jove for his alma mater
and devoted many years of
service to her. He received
an honorary Doctor of
Science
degree
from
Eastern in 1948 and was
elected that same year as
president of the Alumni
Council. He served for I 5
years on the Alumni Board
of Directors and five as
The
board
president.
elected him President
Emeritus in 1968.

Mrs. Jones, wife of EMU swimming coach and assistant
professor of physical education Mike Jones, graduated from
Eastern in 1957 with a major in English. While at Eastern, she was
a member and vice-president of Alpha Xi Delta, secretary of the
sophomore class, social chairman of the Women's League and a
member of the English Club and Lambda Iota Tau.
Following graduation, Mrs. Jones spent two and a half years
teaching at Clawson High School. Since then her two sons, Kyle,
11, and Jay, 9, have oc_cupied most of her time, although she has
still been able to substitute teach in Clawson, work part time for
Oakland County as a homebound teacher and offer services as a
library aide for the Ypsilanti Public Schools. Currently Mrs. Jones
serves as chapter director to the EMU chapter of Alpha Xi Delta
and is the chief fan of the Huron swimming team.
Mr. Hamilton is an attorney with the local firm of Hamilton
and McDonald. A 1949 graduate of Eastern, he was president of
Pi Kappa Delta, a speech fraternity, and editor of THE NORMAL
NEWS as an undergraduate. He received his Master of Arts in
speech education from the University of Michigan in 1952 and his
law degree from Wayne State University in 1957. Mr. Hamilton
spent five years as a teacher with the Willow Run Public Schools
and has also worked as a field representative for the Secretary of
State's Office.
Mr. Hamilton is active in various civic and community
organizations, including the Ypsilanti Human Relations
Commission, the Ypsilanti Chamber of Commerce and the Boy
Scouts. He currently serves as a hearing referee for the Michigan
Civil Rights Commission, as an attorney for Superior Township
and as counsel for the Ypsilanti Redevelopment Council. Mr.
Hamilton, a resident of Ypsilanti, is married and has four
children.

I ID4t EastrrnEr4n (
"What's really happening
at the University today?"
As an alumnus of Eastern Michigan University, you
are probably only vaguely aware of what happens
these days on the campus. Chances are the outside
news gives you only a small, unrepresentative picture
of what is going on at the University today.

We'd like to change all that. Were the Eastern
Echo, the school's official newspaper. Some of you
alums will probably remember us as the Normal
News. Well, we've changed since then. And so has the
University.
Find out how. From an informed and recognized
source. The Eastern Echo. Published three times a
week, fall and spring semester.
Subscription rates: ten dollars per year, six dollars
per term.
Make checks payable to: Echo Subscription, EMU,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.
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Kampus Kaleidoscope
The
Eastern Michigan
University Press has begun
publication of a new periodical,
THE
OF
JOURNAL
TECHNIQUE.
NARRATIVE
Produced under the auspices of
;he Department of English
Language and Literature, the
journal is issued three times a
year. George Perkins, associate
professor of English at Eastern,
is the general editor.

and his Ph. D. from North
western University.
Another new department
head is Roger E. Hawkins, who
will administer the Department
of General Business. A graduate
of Western Michigan University,
he holds advanced degrees from
the University of Akron and
Illinois Institute of Technology.
A Departmen t of Political
Science has been established,
effective July I . Political Science
classes were formerly taught as
part of the Departmen t of
History and Social Sciences.
Courses will be offered at both
the undergraduate and graduate
levels. A departmen t head has
not yet been selected.
Howard Rarig, head of the
Department of Music since
1965, has resigned to join the
faculty of the University of

George Perkins

One of the overriding concerns in all of higher education these
days is money, and we share that problem at Eastern Michigan
Unjversi ty.
The reason has nothing to do with injustice, nor with the
willingness of the people of Michigan or the state legislature to
support public higher education.
Costs are high, but not artificially so. Inflation has been a
primary villain in the drama. A major portion of the costs of
operating a university is represented in the wages and salaries of
the faculty and staff, and those costs necessarily rise with
inflation. As salary levels have increased five or seven or eight
percent a year-an amount of increase not in excess of wage and
salary levels for the nation's workers as a whole, and in fact
substantially less than the increases won in recent years by many
hourly workers-the total budget of the University increases by
major sums.
The most obvious way to deal with this facet of the problem is
through increased productivity, and this is an area which is
receiving careful study and our best efforts. We are not prepared
to make artificial increases in productivity at the risk of quality
of education or depersonalization of the educational experience.
We hope to find ways to improve productivity in areas where we
can , but we must admit that we have found no possibilities of a
major breakthrough in this matter, although we will continue to
attend to it.
Nor do our problems have their source in an unwilling public
or legislature. Our appropriations have been fair in recent years,
given the total funds available to the state.
The problem is that other areas of social services are making
increased demands on the available financial resources of
Michigan. The stress o n the budget of Michigan has been doubly
apparent in recent years, with the recession limiting the amount
of additional public tax income and at the same time increasing
the demand for social services.

A Campus Assistance Center
was established in January to
provide a central source of
regulations,
on
information
location
of
U n iversity
operations, social and cultural
events and other matters of
interest for students. Located in
Pierce Hali, the CAC also helps
s tu d e n ts
with
housing,
registration, financing and other
problems.
Wi!Jiam L. Kimball has been
the
of
head
appointed

Department of Accounting and
Finance in the College of
Business. Former chairman of
the Department of Accounting
and Finance at Marquette
University, he received his
d egree
bachelor's
from
Marquette, his master's degree
from the University of Wisconsin

One of the most difficult and important problems facing the
Michigan public i n coming years will be some resolution of the
welfare cost problem, with a need to find a new approach to this
program so that the needy can be cared for without excessive
sacrifice to the other public needs.
Caught in this dilemma, we urge all our friends and alumni to
keep the needs of their alma mater in mind when they plan their
contribution schedule. Further, we hope you will give your best
thinking to this crucial public problem and as citizens and
taxpayers, help us to find fair and equitable methods of providing
for the needs of all the citizens of Michigan.
The increased support of alumni for the University during
recent years is sincerely appreciated.
Harold E. Sponberg
President

Howard Rarig

Southern California. He will
serve as director of the School of
Music and associate dean of the
School of Performing Arts.

William L. Kimball

Roger E. Hawkins

of schools, Francis A. Kornegay,
executive director of the Detroit
Urban League, and John H.
Johnson , president of Johnson
Publishing Company and editor
and publisher of EBONY and
other magazines.

A record enrollment of 8,800
students was expected to attend
the sum�er session this year.
New cou.rses of special interest
included a Workshop in Drug
Education, Youth, Family and
the Drug Scene, Afro American
Art and Studies in Humanities.
A workshop in India and the
P hilippines and an education
workshop in Scandinavia were
the new foreign study tours.

W. Scott Westerman

W. Scott Westerman, Jr.,
former superintendent of the
Ann Arbor Public Schools, has
been appointed head of the
newly established Department of
Curriculum and Instruction in
the College of Educa tion. Dr.
Westerman earned his Bachelor
Science
of
from
degree
Northwestern University and his
Master of Arts and Ph.D. from
the University of Michigan. The
Department of Curriculum and
I n s t r u c ti o n
provides
undergraduate and graduate
courses which relate to public
school activities, course content
and instructional methods and
i n cl u d e s t he areas of early
childhood education, elementary
and secondary curriculum and
t e a c h in g, reading and driver
educatio n.
Helen B. Rudin, former
associate dean of women, retired
in June following 24 years of
service to Eastern. Miss Rudin
has been on leave since 1969 and
now lives in Arizona.
More than 500 hlgh school
girls attended the thirty-first
annual Girls State held on the
EMU campus in June. Sponsored
American Legion
the
by
Auxiliary of Michigan, this is the
second consecutive year that the
Girls Staters have studied and
participated in the American
political system at Eastern.

A $ 10 application fee for
students seeking admission to
undergraduate extension and
off-campus programs has beer,
approved by the Board of
Regents. Students applying for
on-campus study have paid a
simila.r fee for several years.
Dr. Victor F. Spathelf, former
president of Ferris State College,
was the speaker at the I 1 8th
June Commencement at which
2001 stud en ts received degrees.
Bachelor's degrees totaled 1,51 3 ,
master's 466 and specialist's 22,
showing an increase in bachelor's
but a decrease in advanced
degrees over last June. Dr.
Spathelf received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree in the
ceremonies, which were held- for
the first time in the new
Stadium. Others
Rynearson
receiving honorary degrees were
Earl Cress, president of the Ann
Arbor Trust Company, Norman
Drachler, Detroit superintendent

Eugene Haun
MORE
HA R K /
B UT
HARMONY, a study o f English

opera in the Restoration period
by Eugene Haun, is the third
title to be published by the
Eastern Michigan University
Press. Dr. Haun is a professor of
English at Eastern and a
specialist in seventeenth century
literature.
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OFF TO SCANDINAVIA

Nassau and
Hawaii - This
Year's Trips
l f Christmas in Nassau and Easter in Hawaii fill your dreams,
then read o n ! The E M U A lumni Association is offering both . Two
luxurious . fun-filled vacations to cxc.:iting, romantic: isla1 ,ds are
yours for the asking .
Join alum ni and their families for five days in the sunny
Bahamas. December 27-3 1 . A Saturn Airways jet will take you
from snow-bound Detroit to Nassau. with meals and beverage
service available in flight . Accomodations will he at the Sheraton
British Hotel, with full American bn:akfasts ( as opposed to the
Continental style roll and coffee) and d inners included . Cocktail
parties will say hello and goodbye in festive style. All transfers,
baggage handling, gratuities to porters, bell boys, maids and
waiters for program features. the Nassau hotel and tourist tax
plus the U. S. departure tax arc also included for S 1 99 per
person, plus 5 percent tax and services on a shared, twin bed
basis.

Alumni depart July 14 for a fifteen-day Scandinavian adventure, another Alumni Travel-Tour. More
than 300 alumni enjoyed trips to Cvsta de! Sol and Majorca in Spain, Jamaica and Scandinavia last
year.

EIGHT SELECTED OUTSTANDING
Three E M U st aff members are
among c·ight Eastern alumni
selected to appear in the 1 9 7 1
OUT ST ANDING YOUNG MEN
AN D WOMEN OF A M E R I CA.
Cynthia Gchrken "6 8 is program
a d v iser
for
Kaleidoscope,
McKenny
Union
formerly
Directorate, in the Student
Activities Division. Carolyn Ohst
'69 and '7 1 serves as assistant
director of student activities and
W.
Lance Wright
'70 is
employment manager in the
EMU Personnel Office.

_,
W. Lance Wright

Others selected are Dr. James
R . Smith '60, '63 and '64,
director of corporate personnel
at Borman's Inc. in Detroit,
Dennis McCulloch '64, '65 and
'66 assistant superintendent of
schools
in
Monroe, J udy
audio-visual
Palmateer
'68,
coordinator at St. Clair County
Community
College,
Tony
Pappas '68, assistant manager of
the Ypsilanti office of Fidelity
Union Life Insurance Company,
and Lawrence Berry '69 , general
manager of Howard Johnson's
Downtown Motor Lodge in
Detroit.

If spring in Hawaii is more to your taste, then a nine day trip
to beaches, flowers and hula dancers awaits you. Leaving March
3 1 , 1 972, Good Friday, and returning Sunday, April 9, the
Alumni trip to Oahu will be a glorious vacation . United airlines
DC-8 jet will carry you from Detroit, round trip, to the Hilton
Hawaiian Village Rainbow Towers on Waikiki Beach, with
movies, meals and beverage service in-flight .
A flower lei greeting, American breakfasts, Aloha and Mahalo
cocktail parties, a hospitality desk staffed with Hawaiian tour
leaders and sightseeing trips to Honolulu and Pearl Harbor await
your pleasure.
Side trips, such as a three day excursion to Kauai, t he Garden
Island , arc available at low cost.
All transfers and baggage handling tips are covered by $389
plus eight percent tax and service on a double occupancy b"sis.
Treat yourself to either or both of these unstructured. do as
you please. when you please vacations by filling out the attached
coupons.

r-------------------- ,
EMU Office for Alumni Relations and University Development
Charles McKenny Union, Ypsilanti, Michigan 4 8 1 9 7

(3 1 3 ) 487-0250
Carolyn Ohst

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find $ __ ( ) as deposit
( ) as payment in full for _____
no. persons
Make check or money order payable to: TRAVEL KI NG .
$ 1 00 minimum deposit per person. Final payment due six weeks
before departure.
N AME -

------------ P HO NE-----

ST RE E T-------------------CITY --------STATE ----- Z IP--Return this reservation immediately to insure space.
RESER VA TIONS LIMITED. Rates based on double occupancy.
Single rates $ I 09 additional.

L.2 ��:. : .:::���� � : �� � ��-- _ _ _j
s

The selections were made by a
panel of judges from the
magazine . which will appear in
September.

d

A

A

o

r-------------------- ,
E M U Office for Alumni Relations and Development
Charles McKenny Union, Ypsilanti, Michigan 4 8 1 97
( 3 I 3 ) 487-0250

Judy Palmateer

Gentlemen:
Enclose d please find $__ ( ) as deposit ( ) as payment in full
for ___ Make check or money order payable t o: TRAVEL
no. persons
SPECIALISTS.
$50 minimum deposit per person. Final payment d ue six weeks
before departure.
$ 1 99 per person based on double occupancy. Single rates $55
additional.
N AME ------------ PHO N E -----

'

La wrence Berry

STREET -----------------CITY ---------STATE ----- ZIP --

Cynthia Cehrken

Return this reservation immediately to insure space.
RESER VA TJONS LIMITED. ( ) Please send me your NASSAU
BREAKA WAY brochure.

L _ _ _ __ _ _ ______ __ _ _ _ _ _ _J
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ANNUAL
PROGRAMS
PLANNED
FOR ALUMNI '

One
Honorable
Day
In May

Men's and women's golf
outings, a night at the races, a
weekend trip to Stratford,
Ontario, and a two.week tour of
Scandinavia kept EMU alumni
busy th.is summer. The alumni
activity program for fall will be
kicked off with our annual
Homecoming
festivities
on
Saturday, October 16.

Bimbo's in Ypsilanti will be
the scene again th.is year where
alumni gather for pizza and beer
before heading to Crisler Arena
in Ann Arbor on December 7 for
the exciting Eastern Michigan
of
University••U n i ver si t y
Michigan basketball game.
Late in the fall alumni will
meet at Howard Johnson's New
Center Inn for a wine•tasting
party and then move on to the
Fisher Theatre for "Promises,
Promises. "
Kaleidoscope, a cultural and
co·curricular program designed
to give alumni and students a
multi·dimensional approach to
the arts will also be introduced
in the fall. Included will be an
artist lecture series, a special
interest concert and project
series and a contemporary issue
series.
Still in the preliminary
planning stages are various
seminars to be conducted
throughout the state. Further
details about these and other
get•togethers will be forwarded
to all alumni in plenty of time to
make plans to attend any or all
activities.

•

wr ,

��,

_ .-

, ,·•

V
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William Brownrigg '23, Frank Manley, Sr. '2 7 and Lloyd W. Olds 'J 6 were presented with
Distinguished Alumni A wards at Alumni Day festivities 011 May 15.

Four Win Alumni Scholarships
$ 100 Alumni Association
scholarships were given to four
EMU students last spring.

Wyandotte.
Andrea Joseph, a graduate
student from Oak Park, won her

scholarship for placing first in
the student art show held May
1 2 through 24.

Robyn Brewer, a freshman
from Sterling Heights, won a
scholarship for beginning studies
in the College of Business.
Overall excellence in business
courses in high school earned her
the honor.
Karen La Croix and Tony
Raubolt, EMU seniors, received
awards for outstanding campus
l e a d e r ship
and
academic
from
Karen,
achievement.
Lincoln Park, is a member of the
Panhellenic Council. Tony, a
member of Delta Sigma Phi
social
fraternity
and
the
Interfraternity council, is from

Robyn Brewer

Alumni Keep in Touch with EMU

Karen La Croix

Tony Raubolt

Dr. F. J. Barkman, Dallas area alumni chairman, President Harold E. Sponberg and Mrs. Barkman.

Close to 200 out•Of•sta te Glenn 0. Chappell as chairman.
alumni strengthened their ties to The Dallas trip was a first timer
encouraging
d r ew
EMU during the last year by a n d
attending alumni activities in six attendance.
The Lakeland and Miami,
states and Washington, Q.C.
President Harold E. Sponberg Fla., chapters held meetings on
of
Alumni March 12 and 14, chaired
Director
and
Relations Lonny Head met with respectively by Robert Button
the groups and kept alumni in and A. G. Zeman.
California was the scene on
touch with recent campus
March 26, 27 and 28 as
events.
Meetings
were held on President Sponberg and Mr.
February 26 in Denver, with D. Head flew to meetings in San
Alvin Schalge as chairman, Jose, Mrs. Lou Brown, chairman,
February 27 in Dallas, chaired San Diego, headed by Robert
by Dr. F. J. Barkman, and Freeland, and Santa Ana, led by
February 28 in Phoenix, with Dr. Lloyd W. Olds.

May 8 saw alumni meet in
Chicago. Chairman of that group
is Dr. Fred Wiegman.
C o - chairmen
of
the
Washington, D.C. alumni chapter
are Jack Miller, former head of
and
r e l a tio n.s
alumni
development a t Eastern, and
Gerald F. Tape. The D.C.
meeting was held May 23.
The increased attendance at �
all of the meetings demonstrated ,
an active interest in Eastern on
the part of out-0f-sta te alumni.
Visits to New York, Cleveland
and Boston are planned for this
fall.

Andrea Joseph

Nine outstanding alumni of
Eastern Michigan University
were honored at the annual
Alumni Day held May 15.

During an alumni breakfast in
the main dining room of
McKenny
Union1
President
Sponberg welcomed the Class of
1 921, celebrating their 50th
and · presented
anniversary,
William Browrigg '23, Frank
Manley, Sr. '27 and Lloyd W.
Olds '16 with Distinguished
Alumni Awards.
Brownrigg, emeritus director
of academic advising, was cited
for forty years of service to
EMU.
Manley, executive director of
the Mott Foundation in Flint ,
was cited for "outstanding
service to mankind." He was a
member
of
the
charter
President's Council for Physical
Fitness in 1958 and in 1964 was
named by the national Jaycees
as one of three Americans who
most contributed to the physical
fitness of the young.
Olds
Professor
emeritus
taught in the Physical Education
Department at EMU for 25 years
and served as track and field
coach. A coach or manager of
two Olympic track and field
teams, he was elected to the
National
of
A ssociation
Intercollegiate Track and Field
Hall of Fame in 1959. Dr. Olds'
citation honored him for
"dedicated service to EMU."
Jack D. Minzey '5 9, received
the Alumni Honors Award.
Director of the Center for
Education
Community
at
Eastern, he is also president of
the National Community School
Education Association.
1970 NAIA Coach of the
Year Ronald E. Oestrike, head
EMU baseball mentor, earned an
award for "outstanding service
to the school." A 19 54 EMU
graduate, he led the Hurons to
their first national NAIA
baseball championship in 1970.
The first young alumnus
award ever to be presented went
to Larry Hawkins, president of
LAR·RlK Industries in Detroit.
Now attending Jaw school at
Wayne State University, the
1966 graduate started the EMU
Century Club while still a
student. The Club is open to
those who contribute $100 or
more to Eastern's intercollegiate
athletic programs.
Moray Kutzen, owner of
Moray's Jewelers in Ypsilanti,
was made an honorary alumnus
for his enthusiastic support of
EMU.
The Class of I 971 was
honored
Charlotte
through
Sherman of New Boston and
David Sam of Belleville, who
earned respectively 4.0 and 3.98
cumulative grade point averages
while at Eastern, the highest in
their class.
Alumni also participated in
campus tours, refreshments at
the west campus Alumni Tent
and watched the annual green
and white football game, an
in t r a·squad
at
scrimmage
Rynearson Stadium.
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FOCUS : College of Education
"Evolution rather than revolution," is how Allen Myers, Dean
of the College of Education, explains the growth and change of
the College in recent y ears. Gradually improving, updating,
modifying, expanding, retaining what is ·good of the old, picking
the best from the new, the College is continuing a long tradition
of excellence.

Improvement of the student
pr e-student
and
teaching
programs is constant, although
sheer numbers complicate the
task. In the fall of 1 969, there
were 7 82 student teachers; in
the spring of 1970, the number
Since 1 849, when Eastern was established by the state as a
jumped
to 1147.
Placing
Normal School, teacher training has been a primary goal. Indeed,
teachers, assuring their proper
until around 1 939, no student could enter Normal without
guidance and instruction and
stating his intention to teach. Normal changed , became Eastern
promoting communication with
Michigan College, then University, with a multiple purpose. Still,
advisers is d ifficult, requiring
Eastern has clearly remained a teacher training institution. In
harmony among faculty and
1971 , 56 percent of the January graduates received certificates to
students. T his harmony is
teach.
evolving slowly, yet strongly ,
Dean M yers has watched it to them. They participate in a constructing a solid basis for the
grow since 1 958 as teacher and "bridge"
or
"non-bridge" future.
1 967 as dean. A special program. "Non-bridge" students
The organization must move
education teacher in Montana, enter the progra 111 while still in
and
students
the
Iowa and at Eastern, Dr. Myers high school. They attend a with
The
Roosevelt
was educated at the Mozarteum six-week summer session, living curriculum.
Conservatory
Salzburg, on campus and taking courses in Laboratory School was phased
in
Austria, at North Texas State mathematics, English, creative out in 1970 and the Lincoln
School is in the same process,
College and at the State
making greater contact with the
University of Iowa, where he
public schools possible. A
received his Ph.D.
College journal, "Elan," which
examines different aspects of
His job, when he was named
education, was created in 1968.
dean, presented itself as a
Liaison with the Michigan
School
of
C ongress
Administrators was established
in 1 968 , with Professor Elven
Duvall of the College of
Education as its first executive
secretary. In 1 970, three new
departments were formed, with
a fourth established in 1971 :

Richard Everts

A llen Myers

massive one. The College needed
reorganization
and
revamping, for society had
changed from rural to urban,
and Eastern from college to
university. Dean Myers is now
well into the creation of one of
the most effective organizations
of its kind. The College of
Education is very important to
the structure of EMU, for, as
Dean Myers sees it, teacher
training
is
"a
University
responsibility." The College
works to achieve structural ties
throughout the University so
that each student will receive
complete preparation for his
career.
vast

The goals of the College have
grown with the University , into
the l 970's. Re-examination and
review of existing policies,
future trends and present needs
has been constant. Dean Myers
has led the College in its
ever-growing search for new and
better ways to serve students. He
feels that serving the student is
the primary objective, with all
plans for the College so geared.
His leadership has been brilliant,
articulate and forceful in
expressing the needs of the
College for the attainment of its
goals.
One
example
of
the
constructive change within the
College is its activity in
community-oriented projects as
well as in curricular innovations.
Upward Bound, sponsored by
the College, is a federally funded
program which gives students
with little motivation but high
capability and often financial
need the chance to discover
educational opportunities open

writing, science. music and
dance. After finishing one or
more "non-bridge" session and
after high school graduation,
they may enter the "bridge"
program. They take six credit
hours during summer session,
with guidance, counseling and
much personal interest offered
them. Last summer there were
15
"non-bridge"
and
45
"bridge" students. Richard P.
Everts, director of the program,
says that 90 percent of the
students will go on to college.
As important as community
needs are, the evolution of the
curriculum in education is also
vital. The curriculum must suit
the needs of all students, as
should the staff implementing
the curriculum. A student who is
vitally interested in teaching will
be attracted by a growing, active
faculty and curriculum. Once a
student is enrolled, the College
does much to keep him happy.
Personal
counseling,
unregimented
unstructured,
classrooms and an atmosphere of
unforced
learning
produce
teachers.
happy
inventive,
Prospective teachers at EMU are
taught what they need to know.

Brower as head of the
department. Professor Brower
has been at EMU since 1 954.
Previously he taught and held
administrative
positions
in
Michigan high schools and
taught at the college level in
Chico, California; Professor
Brower has brought experienced
leadership to his d�partment.

SCARCE

The country-wide economic
squeeze has hit Eastern with a
bang in an area where it hurts:
student employment. According
to Ralph Gilden, dean of
ad missions and financial aids,
and Ruth Burson, head of
student employment at the
Placement Center, both the
number of jobs and the amount
of federal help money will be
down for the coming year.

John G. Pappas

graduate program, Educational
Psychology helps teachers to
understand those they are
teaching. Wilbur Williams is the
department head. He came to
Eastern in 1948, left in 1 957 to
teach at Moorhead State College
and came back to Eastern in
1 964. A professor of education,
Dr. Williams received his Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan.
Guidance and Counseling,
with John Pappas as its head,
works extensively in areas of
i nvolv e ment .
s t u d e nt
Student-faculty dinners were
initiated in 1970 and continue
successfully. This department
trains counselors for all levels of
education and has a graduate
major
in
a d dition
to
undergraduate
courses.
Dr.
Pappas has been at Eastern since
1966. He received his Ph.D.
from Kent State University and
was former head of the Upward
Bound program at EMU.

Curriculum and Instruction is
the newest of the departments.
George Brower
Approved by the Board of
Regents early in 1971, the
Lea d e r ship , appointment of W. Scott
E d u ca t i o n a l
Psychology, Westerman, Jr. finalized plans
E d uca t i o n a l
Guidance and Counseling and for the department. Teaching
early childhood education, the
Curriculum and Instruction.
teaching
of
reading
and
Lead ership principles of teaching, th is
Educational
teaches students to lead, rather department offers graduate and
than administrate. This is a undergraduate courses as well as
graduate ma jor, with George many off-campus and in-service
courses. Dr. Westerman is the
ideal person for department
vast
h ead,
b r i ngi ng
administrative talents to the
Formerly
p osition.
superintendent of Ann Arbor
Public Schools, he has been
affiliated with that school
system since 1960. He received
his B.S. from Northwestern
University and M.A. and Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan.

Wilbur A. Williams

Elven D uval/

Educational Psychology offers
courses in mental hygiene,
human growth and development,
educational and psychological
implications of poverty and
personality development. A

STUDENT
JOBS ARE

The Departments of Special
Education and Occupational
Therapy and Health, Physical
Education and Recreation both
offer undergraduate majors.
Highly respected throughout the
country,
both departments
maintain quaJity educational
programs. By its very nature,
HPER involves student activity.
In the last year, students also
began to get involved in
and
curriculum
evaluation
revision.

S pecial
Education
and
Occupational Therapy continue
in excellence. The Institute of
Language
Development
for

Only 5 6 percent of the
requested college work-study
program funds was granted to
EMU. With another 20 percent
of the total grant contributed by
Eastern, Gilden estimates "we
can assist 900 students. " Last
year ( 1 970-71), 1,518 students
had work-study positions.
Mrs. Burson says the only
bright spot for the future will be
higher pay. On-campus jobs rose
from $ l .5 8 an hour in 1969-70
to $1.75 in 1 97 0-71. But the
number of jobs open will be well
below other years. 4,3 6 1
students found jobs last year,
while 4,699 were placed through
the Center in 1 9 69-70.
The combination
jobs and less money
costs in tuition and
the student in a
position.

of fewer
with rising
Uving puts
precarious

As alumni, you know the
rewards of a higher education.
You have increased earning
power, status in the community,
inner satisfaction at achieving
your potential intellectually and
You
probably
financially.
remember your struggle while in
college. If you are in a position
to help future EMU alumni by
making or advertising an opening
this year for full-time, part-time
or odd jobs in your business,
firm or home, you would be
doing a great service to Eastern.
If you have, or know of, a job
opening, please contact Ruth
Burson, Student Employment
Office, Placement Center, EMU,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197. The
telephone number is ( 3 1 3 )
487-4040.
Please, do your best to help a
student this year.
Pre-School Deaf Children, an
Institute for Driver Education
for the Handicapped and the
Rackham School programs are
examples of the growth and fine
service this department provides.
Two
divisio ns,
Social
Foundations and Educational
Media, are also active. Offering a
d e gree,
Social
master's
Foundations holds workshops in
in
education
international
Nairobi, Kenya, Ethiopia, India,
the Philippines and Denmark.
Educational Media involves
teaching the use of audio-visual
materials, which are becoming
more important as teaching
devices. All students working
toward elementary certification
must take one a-v course and
library science students are
(Continued on Page 7)
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THE OFFICE FOR ALUMNI RELATIONS

New
recruits,
seasoned
veterans
hard-working
and
students keep the Alumni
Association and the Office of
working
Alumni
Relations
smoothly and efficiently.
Newest to the staff are
Vincent A. Vehar, Ann T. King
and Mary Lou Harvey. Vince, a
1970 graduate of Eastern, joined
the staff last March as assistant
director of alumni relations, He

Between graduation and his
return to Eastern, Vince was a
passenger service agent for
United Air Lines.

Ann heads the alumni records
section of the office. A native of
Long Island, New York, she
moved to Michigan with her
three daughters in 1969 and
came to work in the Alumni
Office. Two of her daughters
now attend Eastern, with the

I )
I I{

Vincent A. Vehar
Ann T. King
arranges tours, trips and works third planning to enroll here in
with Lonny J. Head, director of two years.
While a
relations.
alumni
and
receptionist
0 ffice
student, Vince belonged to Tau secretary to Lonny and Vince is
Kappa Epsilon fraternity, the Mary Lou (Mrs. Bobby Harvey).
lnterfraternity Council and the A graduate of Willow Run High
Student Advisory Board for the School, she has been in the
dean of the College of Business. Alumni Office for a year and

with the University for two and
a half. The Harvey's have a four
year old daughter, Stephanie.

"seasoned
the
Among
veterans," Lonny is now head of
alumni relations. A '67 Eastern
graduate and star athlete, he has
charmed alumni since 1968.
Frances H. Gray, office manager,
has been with the Alumni Office
since I 965 and her tenure with
the University goes back to

Li nda
A nd e rson,
S ue
Lewandow ski
and
Anne
Wysocki, man the machines in
the alumni records division
under the direction of Ann King.

The records department is the
grass roots operation of the
Alumni Office. All mailing and
record keeping is managed by
the records staff. Alumni around
the nation and the world are
kept in constant touch with
their alma mater through news
of class reunions, tours, golf
outings, theatre parties and
football games, as well as general
information, annual publications
and contribution solicitations.
The records division used to
be located in a small room across
from the AJumni Office in
McKenny Union. A move to
Sherzer Hall last spring and the
addition of new equipment has
increased efficiency to an even
higher level than before. The
Sherzer Hall quarters are
brighter, more airy, and, a

blessed relief during summer
months, air-conditioned.

Always busy, records has
every aJumnus on file, with his
mailing address, degrees and
career movement, and the
i nformation
constantly
is
up-dated. Each grad has his own
addressograph plate, which is
made by one of the machines in
the office. Other machines
include the addresser, a tying
machine and a new stuffer,
which is owned by the campus
mail departmcn t.
M embers of the records staff
always keep in mind that each
card or plate represents a real
person. Students working there
realize that alumni have gone
through the same grind that they
arc now experiencing, with its
joys and sorrows, and respect
them for "making it." Most of
the student help "make it" too,
and are happy to end up in these
records.

Mary Lou Harvey
1963. Linda L. H arper has been
a member of the staff since 1967
and is in charge of special
projects and scholarship letters.
Seven students, including
Linda Johnson, Debbie Coch,
Jim Bernard, Sean Morrison,

Kaleidoscope : The Arts Multi-Dimensionally
When we speak of the arts, we
are not denoting the long hours
in a humid recital hall as a
mezzo-soprano strains to the
highest note of her vocal range;
we are not speaking of the little
boy who is forced to sit at a
piano, practising scale work
when he'd rather be aspiring on
the baseball field. When we talk
about the arts, we are talking
about a life style that every
individual in the University

College of Education

(Continued from Page 6)
required to take a sequence of
courses.

The College is trying to help,
inform
direct,
and teach
students. Upcoming trends in
the College and in education, as
seen by Dean Myers, concern
increased contact with public
schools
international
and
education. He feels that getting
students off campus and directly
into the schools make for the
best
training.
Educational
councils comprised of EMU
p e r so n n e l ,
t eachers
and
administrators
from
public
schools are being formed to put
each other in tune to their
respective needs and desires.
I n t e r n a t i o nal
education
stud ent's
the
broadens
knowledge. The experience of
studying and living with the
people of another country
influences and involves students.
The exchange student program
is run through the College.
Keeping a finger on the pulse
of education, Dean Myers and
his staff work hard to serve
students. Alumni of Eastern can
be proud of the College and of
its continuing efforts for the
citizens of Michigan and the
nation.

community can participate in. In
the words of the Michigan
Council for the Aits, we are
talking about this form of
expression as the "Joy of Being
Alive."
Eastern Michigan University
has grown from a small and
reputable teachers' college to a
major state institution. In the
area
of
s t ud e n t
life
programming, activities have
progressed from the informal
dances, coke dates and car
washes to a full calendar of pop
concerts, films, symposiums and
leadership conferences. The
srudent's social calendar is never
at a loss for things to do.
To balance out this social and
recreational potpourri, there is a
distinct
for further
need
development of the student
outside of the classroom. As an
extension of the learning
experience and as a further
means of enrichment and
enjoyment, the University's
Office
of
Student
Life
P r o gramming
introd u c e s
a
K aleidoscope
multi-dimensional approach to
the arts. The four areas in which
there
be
will
University
i nvolvement
i nclude
an
Artist-Lecture Series, a Special
Interest Concert and Proj ect
Series, with EMU's first Creative
Arts Festival to be sponsored in
the
spring
of
I 972,
a
Contemporary Issues Series and
a Travel Series.
Chamber music concerts and
art exhibits in residence hall
lounges, classical artists Peter
Nero, Ravi Shankar and Leonard
Bernstein, speakers Ralph Nader
and Margaret Mead -- as well as
an explanation of the visual and
performing arts through special
projects and workshops -- are
just some of the project
possibilities for Kaleidoscope.
While this new dimension of
student life is important fo1 the

Frances II. Gray

Linda L. Harper

�

Lo1111y J. Head
increased
q u a lity
of
programming at EMU, the more
vital aspect of Kaleidoscope is
the growth and development
that students, faculty, alumni
and the community gain. There
is no limit to the value and the
rewards to be sought when one
understands how the arts
interpret and communicate the
historical, social, scientific and
emotional views of man and his
world ; how the arts help one to
develop
his own creative
potential and the aesthetic
judgment; how the arts develop
cultures,
understanding
of
sub-and counter-cultures; and
how the arts show man his role
in contemporary society.
Kaleidoscope presents the
challenge for the total University
community to be creative and
i nnovative
in
this
multi-dimensional project. It is
an opportunity to participate in
and to support a program that
will contribute to the TOT AL
development and growth of
EMU and to perpetuate th('
e x c e I I en cc
t hat
Eastem
represents.
At the December Conference
of the Association of College
Univer s i t y
Concert
and
Managers, support for the
artistic form on the campus was
expressed this way: "Let us
make the arts great, but first of
all, let us make them available."

Linda Johnson. Debbie Coch

Sean Morrison, Jim Bernard
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EMU: A Place to be Proud of

When the master building plan for Eastern Michigan University
is complete, the campus will be as unified in physical lay-out as it
is in educational purpose. It will be a campus of maximum
convenience and utilization for students, faculty and visitors, as
well as one of beauty.
Begun in 1964, the master plan implementation has moved as
swiftly as the enrollment has climbed, Now that the number of
students is expected to level off, so will building and
construction.

-
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Rene E. Hauser, assistant vice-president for business and finance,
and John A. Wilson, University architect, survey a mock up of the
master plan of the University.

Rene
Hauser,
assistant
vice-president for business and
finance in charge of Plant
Operations
and
University
Development, says that although
actual construction will slow
down, the master plan is still in
effect and the coming year will
see additions to and refinement
of existing structures.
The Mark Jefferson science
complex, opened last fall, is the
latest of the new buildings. It is
magnificent, bright and spacious,
able to accomodate many
students and faculty.
Next on the list of hopefuls
planned in a music building.
According to Mr. Hauser, there
is "an outside chance of it being
approved" this year, but the
muddle in the State Legislature
with the budget and the
generally tight fiscal conditions
make the plan "extremely
doubtful" in the near future. To
help the music department, now
housed in five separate buildings,
the King-Goodison dormitories
will be renovated - "a slight
modification to handle the
music department," as Mr.
Hauser puts it. Knowing that a
brand-new building will take
three to four years from
planning to completion gives the
King-Goodison project more
importance. Offices and practice
rooms will be carpeted; it will be
pa inted
throughout;
light
and
fixtures
small
other

additions or changes will be
made.
The Roosevelt School, now
only in partial use, will be
renovated to house the Home
Economics Department and
financial
Again,
R O T C.
problems have held up the
initiation of the project, but Mr.
Hauser hopes to get started in
the coming year.
Internal repairs and additions
go on constantly. Dating back to
1964, the electrical distribution
project is just now being
completed. "We have added to
and increased our power every
year," says Mr. Hauser. Power
brought in from Detroit Edison
and new ways to carry it have

tr� ..: ... � ..

the
made
possible
air-conditioning of the Rackham
Building. Funded by the federal
government, the project was
completed last year. Needed
lights, electric typewriters and
air-conditioners can now be
added all over campus. The
construction of the power
distribution makes it possible to
provide power in case of an
electrical shut-down.
Once the city of Ypsilanti
the
completes
Washtenaw
Avenue and Huron River Drive
repair and after the University
acquires the property bordering
Washtenaw, Forest avenue will
be closed from Washtenaw to
College Place, making the
campt!s more centralized and
enclosed,
with
convenient
walking patterns.

Mr. Ha user explains that the
buildings will lie roughly in
squares, with a court or mall in
the middle. The over-all effect is
one of cohesion and serenity,
with little innuence by motor
traffic. It will be a campus for
pedestrians, students, staff and
visitors, enabling them to get
where they want to go, in the
quickest and most pleasant way.
The plan w:ill not be complete
this year, or next. It is an
on-going, living blue-print for
the University. Each succeeding
class will see the atmosphere
become
more
related
to
e d u c a t ional
purpose
and
excellence. Rene Hauser views
the long range goals in sharp,
professional terms and with
good humor, knowing the
importance of hard work in
matching physical growth with
intellectual progress.
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SOS Oinic
for Students
by Ralph Chapman
News Editor
Eastern Michigan University
(Reprinted
from
PARADE
magazine, April 25, 1971 by
permission.)
The radio telephone pager
said ''beep, beep. "
Rick Moran grabbed it and
nipped a switch.
"This is an emergency,"
squawked the box. "Call the
SOS clinic immediately."
Rick dialed the number.
"What?" "Yeah." "She take
"What's
a n y t hi n g ? "
the
address?" "Be there in five
minutes. "
"Threatening suicide," he said
over his shoulder as he picked up
his coat and galloped off.
This is but one, though
perhaps the most dramatic, type
of problem handled by a group
c a l l e d S tudents
Offering Support
on the campus of
Eastern Michigan
U niversity here.
They listen to
s t o ries of
e v e rything from
u n w a n t e d
p r e g n a n c i e s to
b e i ng "bummed
out" (depressed).

..

Training program

It's not easy to qualify as an
SOS volunteer.
First comes a rigorous training
program of six four-hour
sessions in a two-week period.
Half of each session is devoted
to a lecture on a specific
problem. The speaker may be a
doctor, a psychiatrist, a minister
or a pharmacist. The rest of the

R i ck,
a
sociology major
from nearby Ann
Arbor, is co
director of the
program. Working
in tandem with
him
is
Jeff
S p r i n gfield,
a
speech and drama
student from East
Detroit.

The rank and file are student
volunteers who man a battery of
telephones in four-hour hitches
around the clock. They also talk
.
- ,-------.. - "
to "walk-ins," people who bring
their problems in person to the
small rooms in the basement of
the university health center
where SOS is based.
The main problems
The SOS log shows, to no
one's surprise, that sex is the No.
I problem. Drug trouble is
The Mark Jefferson Science Complex
second.
It all began early in 1 970
when two undergraduates met
with the Dean of Students to
offer their services in setting up
D a niel Putnam was acting and was one o f the founders of daughter-in-law, Esther Finster. a student-operated drug clinic.
principal and J ulia Ann King the Clio Club, a Detroit women's Mrs. J ones, a Michigan State University
authorities,
well
Normal College graduate of
preceptress. On the faculty were
aware
of
the
drug
problem
on
F r e d e r i c 1-1. P e a s e , J o hn club. She died in 1959 at age 92. 1935, came across the diploma
campus, were receptive. Eastern,
G o o d i son,
a fter
M r s . only 3 5 miles from Detroit and
A.
Edwin
Finster's death. with a high proportion of
Strong
and
Mrs.
J o nes
Lucy Osband. It
c o r r e s p o n d e d commuters among its 19,000
was 1886 and
E M U students, is vulnerable to urban
with
J ulia Hoffman
P r e s i d e n t ills.
Initial
planning
included
was graduating
H a r o l d
from Michigan
doctors,
Sponberg and in disc ussions
with
Normal
State
M a y
t h e psychiatrists and police. From
School on June
diploma arrived. these and other talks came the
She
3 0th.
decision to offer help no matter
received one of
what
the problem.
the first diplo
J u I i a
the
mas awarded by
makes
H o f f m a n
what
But
the school.
F i n· s t e r , organization truly unusual, if
I
•
.
,•
,
.
.c·� A:.;-::·. � �,• :--· ..-.. /. . . �
P r e s i d e n t not unique, is that it is
.,::_..-�... . ,,.,.,..
Born in Port
Sponberg says, completely a student affair. It
Huron in 1867,
"was a uniquely
Julia Hoffman
r e m a r k a b l e bars adults from the premises
studied rn usic at
woman and an except by invitation. It makes its
Normal. She married Fredrick E.
Her diploma now rests in the inspiring alumna of whom own rig:id rules. There is no hint
Finster, lived in Detroit and Eastern Michigan University Eastern is justly and immensely of the Establishment lurking in
the background. (You 're in the
worked in real estate. She was archives, courtesy of her niece, proud."
culture or you're not.)
active in the suffrage movement Julia Dorothy Jones and her

Early Diploma Gift to EMU

Here is its statement of
purpose :
"SOS is a person-to-person
program whose purpose is to
help people to resolve their own
We
p r o b lems.
are
not
professionals nor do we claim to
have all the answers. Through a
and
informal
f r iendly
atmosphere, w e hope t o help
people confront their problems,
identify alternatives, and seek
solutions."

time is used for "role playing"
with the trainees acting the parts
of caller, volunteer or observer.
Students who complete the
training course must serve a
one-month probationary period.
At present there are 50 regulars
and about I 00 others on
ranging
from
probation,
freshmen to graduate students.
The
"probi es,"
besides
observing the 11eterans at work,
are
constantly
drilled
in
guidelines like these:
"Be honest with the caller."
"Sarcasm has no place in a
conversation. "
trivial
no
are
"There
problems, so don't treat them
lightly."
They also learn to use the
referral file. The file, constantly
expanded, now lists more than
200 agencies and individuals
who can give professional help.
These include the university
health center and every drug
clinic in Michigan, the Office of
Financial Aids and campus
chaplains, draft counselors and
free psychia tric service.
SOS handles an average of 40
problem telephone calls and 25
"walk-ins" a day. Between 6 5
and 70 percent o f those who
seek SOS help are students. The
rest are off-campus people,
young and old, who have heard
of the service. Callers arc about
equally divided between males
and females.
It was discovered early on,
(Continued on Page 9)
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Men and Women of Eastern

SOS Clinic

(Continued from Page 8)

however, that some of the
troubled cannot get to the clinic
or sustain a lengthy telephone
conversation. To meet such
situations, an "on call" list was
established. A boy-girl team is
on duty around the clock, ready
to jump into a car and go where
needed. These couples carry the
telephone pagers with them
always.

''We got a call one night about
a boy in bad shape in his
apartment," recalls Judy Yaklin,
a junior. "When we got there, he
was freaked out on something,
shaking terribly. You're not
supposed to touch a person but I
didn't know what else to do so I
just hugged him. He calmed
down after awhile and we took
him to the clinic and talked him
down."

But SOS mem bcrs are not
content to wait passively for
arrive.
Wit11
to
trouble
examinations coming up, they
enlisted the help of John Zemke,
director of pharmacy in the
health center. He prepared a
detailed analysis of "The Use of
Stimulants as an Aid for

Studying for Mid-Terms &
Finals."
It took no position for or
against such use. It did give
specific
information
about
amphetamines,
dosage
and
probable effects. Said Zemke:
"If you are going to use a
stimulant for studying try
caffeine first."
the
mimeographed
SOS
material and distributed I 0,000
copies in dormitories and
classroom buildings.
Who foots the bills?
The university gave SOS a
budget of $4200 in December.
There have been contributions.
Aid is being sought from
foundations and social service
agencies. An Ypsilanti service
club has offered to pay the rent
on a house near the campus
which would provide much
needed additional space and
extend SOS services into the
community.
'A good feeling'
ls SOS really helping people?
"We can usually tell that
callers get relief just by talking
to one of us, " says Judy Yaklin.
"We tell them to call again any
time. Some do and we get some
follow-up that way. Now and
then a person will call and say
'Hey, everything worked out just
great.' We get a good feeling.''
(About that "threatening
suicide" - Rick picked up his
"on-call" teammate and rushed
to the girl's apartment. They
calmed her a little, bundled her
into the car and took her to the
SOS clinic. When she asked for
professional help, a member of
the university counseling staff
was called in. The two had a
long talk and the girl went
quietly home, all thoughts of
suicide dissipated. )

WAY BACK WHEN.
5 YEARS AGO
Fall 1966

As reported by the EASTERN

ECHO:

Eastern Michigan University
officials have estimated fall
enrollment at 1 3,000 students,
another new record for the
institution.
If the estimated figure is
confirmed, it will be an increase
of more than 25 per cent over
last fall, when I 0, 187 students
were enrolled.
S e n a t or
R obert
Kennedy . . . was greeted by an
enthusiastic crowd jamming the
steps of Pease Auditorium and
spilling across the mall.

10 YEARS AGO
Fall 196 1
As reported by the EAS TERN

ECHO:

Enrollment tigures for fall
classes expected to approach
5,300 mark.
Condemned as a fire trap,
Eastern Michigan's 67 year old
now
gymna sium
awaits
emergency repairs to put the
structure into usable shape.
Approximately 30 men are
living off-cam pus this semester
due to the conversion of a men's
resiJence hall into a women's
resid ence hall. . . . . Women are
still denied off-rampus living.
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15 YEARS AGO
Fall 1956

As reported by the EA STERN

ECHO:

Simple ceremonies on July 2,
1956, marked the name change
of Michigan State Normal
College to Eastern Michigan
College.
Enrollment tops 4,000 mark.
This year the mustache will be
the thing in helping to celebrate
the 25th anniversary of Charles
McKenny Hall. We hope to have
all the men grow a mustache like
that of Charles McKenny.

20 YEARS AGO
Fall 1951

As reported by the NORMA L

COLLEGE NEWS:

Almost every frosh agreed
that the traditions and attitudes
of Normal make for a happy
campus life and one in which
they are proud to be a part.
John MacDermid is from
Romulus, Michigan.
When asked about his first
week here at Normal, he
answered quickly, "I was lost
the first couple days. I felt
pretty green, too, but I guess
everybody did."
He says, "There are plenty of
girls here, too!"
will
Normal
Mi chigan
officially receive the chimes in
the tower of Pierce Hall at the
on
Dedication
Chimes
Homecoming Day.

In a search for Eastern 's
oldest alumni, the Alumni
Office sent letters and
questionnaires to those
who left EMU before
1900. Zelma Trowbridge
Roeseler '94 and Minor E.
White '98 responded and
turned out to be the
alumni they were looking
for.

Thelma Trowbridge
Roeseler

Ninety-eight years old and
still on
the
go, Zelma
Trowbridge Roeseler has lived a
life that most of us only read
about. On June 24, 1894 she
received a genuine sheepskin
diploma from Michigan State
Normal School. She went to
Ironwood, Mich., to teach, but
left after 26 months for
Rochester, Minn., where she
married William F. Roeseler. The
Roeselers lived in Minnesota
until I899, when they traveled
to Montana in a covered wagon.
A few years later they moved
"back east" to Benton H arbor,
Mich. , where they remained
until 1909, when they returned
to Montana. Operating a bakery
in Moore, and living on a
homestead near Windham, they
traveled back and forth by horse
and buggy.
Mr. Roeseler passed away in
I 947, but Mrs. Roeseler stayed
on in Moore until 1965, when
she moved to Lewistown, Mon.
Failing eyesight in recent years
doesn't seem to have slowed
down Mrs. Roeseler at all. She
weaves rugs on a loom made by
her husband, makes quilts, sews,
bakes, is active in her church and

• •

Despite more than a
half-century of change, new names, new buildings
and an enroUment near
Eastern has
20,000
maintained the spirit and
purpose that Mrs. Roeseler
and Mr. White knew
during their school days at
Michigan State Normal
School. They might not
recognize the campus, but
they would know the same
dedication to excellence
and
that
achievement
existed more than 70 years
ago.
E. James Rynearson,
president of the Alumni
the
and
Association,
Eastern
Michigan
University community pay
Thelma
tribute
to
Trowbridge Roeseler and
Minor E. White. Their
speak
accomplishments
well of themselves and of
Eastr.m 's contribution to
their lives.

keeps up with the I970's by way
of the radio and books.
Treasuring her diploma, she
feels strongly about the value of
an education. Her children seem
to
have shared in that
philosophy, as four of the six
became teachers.

Minor E. White

A musician, student of music
and teacher for 72 years, Minor
E. White graduated from
Michigan State Normal School in
1898 and did post-graduate
work in 1899, studying piano
with Dr. F. L. York. Music was
his life and livelihood until his
retirement July 1, 1970.
Mr. White taught at his alma
mater until 1912, and then went
to the Detroit Conservatory of
Music as a teacher until 193 4.
The next 36 years were spent
teaching at the Detroit Institute
of Musical Art. He also served as
organist and director at St.
Alban's Episcopal Church in
Highland Park until 196 I, when
he
was
named "Organist
Emeritus."
One of the few remaining men
who studied under the great
Leschetizky of Vienna, he has
remained a student of his art all
of his life. He studied under
Godowsky and Root in Chicago,
with Bree and Pfleger in Vienna
and under Hughes and Louis in
Munich.
In addition to his other
teaching duties, Mr. Whjte was
an instructor at Detroit's Cass
Technical High School and
served as an instructor and
examiner for the Progressive
Series Society of Saint Louis.

.DO YOU REMEMBER?

25 YEARS AGO
Fall 1946

As reported by the NORMA L

COLLEGE NEWS:

Dr. L. W. Olds who returned
this semester from the U.S. Navy
where he served as chief of the
Navy athletic program with the
rank of Commander has been
honored with an appointment to
the U.S. Olympic Games Track
and Field Committee.
"To graduates and friends of
Michigan State Normal College:
On behalf of students and
faculty of Michgan State Normal
College, I extend a welcome to
graduates, former students, and
friends of the College to this,
our first post-war homecoming.
A thousand men and women
service, now
from
active
students of the College, are here
to greet you. May your visit be
rich in the meeting of many
friends."
Cordia Uy,
J. M. Munson, ·President

35 YEARS AGO
Fall 1936

As reported by the NORMAL

COLLEGE NEWS:

According to the latest
reports from the office of C. P.

Steimle, registrar, the enrollment
for the fall term has reached a
total of I ,359.
Students who were ignorar;it
of the city ordinance prohibiting
the parking of cars without
lights overnight, have been the
victims of an unusual number of
To
fines.
overcome
this
difficulty, Dean James M. Brown
is attempting to notify all
students who drive cars of the
ordinance.

45 YEARS AGO
Fall 1926

As reported by the NORMAL

COLLEGE NEWS:

Today, President McKenny
said, "I am proud of the record
of the Normal men as regards
Liquor for the past year. While I
was not so foolish as to think
that there was absolutely no
drinking on the campus, still the
amount was so small that it had
not come to the attention of the
faculty."
Annual Bloomer party will be
held in gym. Dancing, games,
and stunts on program that lasts
until 1 1 :30.
Starting Monday, all freshmen
MUST have their pots. The
names of all freshmen not
wearing pots will be taken, and
violators will be dealt with by
the vigilance committee. . . . .

The following rules have been
adopted
by the vigilance
committee and must be observed
by all freshmen:
I. Men of the freshmen class
must wear at all times, except on
Sunday and outside Ypsilanti,
the official freshmen pot.
2. Freshmen must remove
their pots at the command . . . .
3. When meeting faculty
members or seniors, freshmen
must remove their pots without
command.
4. Freshmen must sit in a
body at all games and other
major gatherings.
5. Freshmen
must allow
upperclassmen and sophomores
precedence through doors and
on cross walks.
must
learn
6. Freshmen
Song
Field
Normal
immediately . . . .
7. Never smoke on campus.
(This applies to everyone.)
8. Never wear high school
insignia.

50 YEARS AGO

As reportef\ y
ll

1&�1NORMA

COLLEGE NEWS:

L

Dr. C. 0. Hoyt, Professor of
Education and Chairman of the
Education group, will be absent
from the winter term. Prof.
Hoyt will go to California where
he will spend time at the
University of California and at
Leland Stanford.
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Campus Service Corps
The Campus Service Corps
and Black Campus Service Corps
have helped many people in
Ypsilanti. Student volunteers in
both Corps have kept the
program alive and consonant
with
the needs
of the
community.
Funded by EMU and the
Washtenaw United Fund, the
Corps have four projects.
The Ypsilanti State Hospital
visitation program is in its
second year of success. Last
year, 40 students gave their time.
to visit patients, making their
world a little brighter. The staff
of the hospital is wildly
enthusiastic about this effort to
meet a definite social need. The
student and the patient benefit,
as each learns about the lives,
problems and joys of the other.
An arts and crafts, drama and
recreation project at Cheney
Elementary
School
on
Ypsilanti's east side was added
last fall. Volunteers established
after-school activities for the
children
such
sports,
as
tye-dying, drama, baking, arts
and crafts. The program was
such a success that the number
of children exceeded the supply
of volunteers.
In conjunction with the Black
Campus Service Corps, an
organization of black students
black
the
working
in
co mmunity,
two
projects
The
big-brother,
operated.
big-sister and tutoring programs
were continued for children

needing a loving and educational
adult relationship. Support in
the community has been broad,
with Ypsilanti Public Schools,
Washtenaw County agencies,
Catholic Social Services, Willow

Run Public Schools and the accomplished much. The Black
Huron Valley Child Guidance Corps says "The power of the
Clinic referring children to both community is in its people. The
corps. Last year, more than 125 power for change lies there too."
students worked in this program They feel that power comes
with some receiving pre-student from all the people in the
credit
for
their community gathering together
teaching
experiences.
and solving problems as a group.
The free hot breakfast The Campus Service Corps and
program at the Park Ridge Black Campus Service Corps are
Community Center and the New doing their best, volunteering
Center their rime and intellect to see
Community
Bethel
provided hot breakfasts each that this power is strengthened
school day for many children. and used.

Flying - A New Adventure
Now Available to Alumni

Have you ever flown in a big
airliner and felt the magic of
flight? The EMU Flying Club
believes this is only about one
percent worth ! Flying a private
plane
is incredibly
more
exhilarating. Every pilot reacts
to its excitement in a deeply
personal way, but all agree that
its special feeling doesn't happen
anywhere else.
More than 600,000 Americans
pilots.
licensed
now
are
Although
flying
is
not
inexpensive, there is no cheaper

Initiated by the Black Students
Association, it is now funded by
the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture,
Special
Food
Service for Children and
operated by the Campus Service
Corps and the Black Campus
Service Corps.
Serving
the
people
of
Ypsilanti, both Corps have

way to learn than as a member
of the EMU Flying Club.
The Flying Club, founded in
1 967, leased a modern Cessna
1 5 0 Trainer in January, 1 970,
which is based at the Ann Arbor
Airport. This enables the club to
offer alumni savings of up to
5 0% in obtaining a private pilot's
license.
For more information, please
complete the attached form and
return it to the Alumni Office,
McKenny Union. Find out how
easy and safe it is to join the Air
Age.

I Please send me further information about the EMU Flying I
I Club
I
I NAME __________________ I
I ADDRESS----------------- I
' CITY ------- STATE ----- ZJP ___ I

AURORA
1971 - $6. 00 plus $.50 mailing fee

AURORA
AURORA

1970 and earlier - $3.00 plus $.50 mailing fee

Mail Orders: Make checks payable to AURORA. Enclose
name, address, date and telephone number and send to
Aurora Business Office, 966 Washtenaw, Ypsilanti,
Michigan 48197.

AURORA

Eastern Joins
Mac Conference

(Continued from Page 1 )

s i s t e r u n i v ersity, C e n t r a l
Michigan, in the acceptance of
membership.
Together with
Western Michigan, we will
provide a dynamic Michigan
representation in the conference.
students,
faculty,
"Our
alumni and regents are joyously
enthusiastic about membership
in this conference."
F. L. (Frosty) Ferzacca,
Eastern athletic director, noted
that, "We are privileged and
honored to be invited to join
such a respected and prestigious
conference as the Mid-American.
The impact this action will have
on our athletic program and the
entire academic community will
be far-reaching. It certainly is a
tremendous day for Eastern
Michigan University.
"But at the same time, it is a
day when, with both regret and
thanks, we must bid good-bye to
the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics. For
five years, it has treated us well.
Very well. And I can only think
that without it, we wouldn't
have the national prominence we
have today."
During the five-year affiliation
with the NAIA, Eastern won 1 3
team
n a t i o n al
NAIA
championships and one NCAA
College Division championship.
the
M e m b e r s hip
in
Mid-American Conference is the
fifth such affiliation for Eastern.
Previously, EMU has belonged to
Athletic
Presidents'
the
Conference ( I 962- 1 966), the
I n t e rcollegiate
I nterstate
Conference
Athletic
the
Michigan
( 1950-1 962),
Collegia t e
C o n f e r e nce
( 1 927- 1 9 3 1 ) and the Michigan
Athletic
I n t e r c o ll e g i a t e
Conference ( I 920-1 927).

(John Horshok, sports editor of THE EASTERN ECHO for two
years, graduated in August with a major in English Language and
Literature. His column is reprinted from the July 22, 1 97 1 ,
edition of THE EA STERN ECHO.)
By JOHN HORSHOK

The Devil made me do it.
The moment I heard Bob Reynolds on WJR unfold EMU's
admission into the Mid-American Conference I had to get to a bar.
All I wanted was a drink. Just one drink for all the Bethanys, Thiels,
Case Techs and Disco Techs we've squared off against in our
kaleidoscopic athletic future.
I'd heard the rumors rustling for months and the different coaches
would grab you and take you aside and say, "Now this isn't official
but. . . " And now it's true. Western and Central Michigan. And
Toledo and Ohio and Miami. And Kent State. And Bowling Green.
Sooner or later they're all coming here to play on a conference basis.
Holy Cow.
I had to drink to President Harold Sponberg, Athletic Director
Frosty Ferzacca, Sports Information Director John Fountain and
every coach, athlete and Huron booster who've died a thousand
deaths when so meone's said, "Eastern Michigan. . . hmm. . .isn't that
in Ann Arbor?"
I had to drink to all the guys who went on to win 'E' sweaters
after a multitude of nightmarishly long bus trips home from such
places as Waynesburg, Pennsylvania, and Waterloo, Canada.
And even after Ferzacca and Sponberg started the wheels rolling
five years ago to the thrust of 572 wins and 1 4 national
championships. . .there was a gap to be bridged.
"Sure, EMU is the best in the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) - they ought to be, they're the
biggest school in it," sneered countless dissenters everytime the
Hurons would notch another title. But University officials turned a
tin ear to the kibitzing. They knew they had to make it on the small
college level first. And big. And they did.
The possibilities that cascade like oats out of a quaker gun are
innumerable. UCLA vs. Eastern Michigan in basketball in a few
years? Well, what are dreams for. Besides, we've already had one
come true.
The wave of favoritism for schools in the running was for
Cincinnati and Louisville and the selection of EMU and CMU over
those two name teams is another feather in both the Huron and
Chippewa war bonnets.
And so what if we have to wait until 1972-73 to start conference
play in seven sports and, perhaps, until 197 S or 197 6 for basketball
and football to officially kick in?
We've already waited decade after decade to latch on to this type
of notoriety. A man of more literary talents might even say the
Hurons have been building for this day from day one.
There is an addage I'm sure you've heard about putting away the
toys of youth to prepare for the struggles of adulthood and, that,
clearly is the case in this instance for EMU. By climbing into the 'big
time' the Hurons have rubbed out a rainbow of "ifs". Whenever
EMU accomplished anything athletically that gnawing word would
pop up in one capacity or another. "If" EMU was in it's own class.
And now we're finally over that rainbow.
This has to be the Huron's finest hour. It surpasses that incredible
climatic 1 -0 national championship win a year ago June in Phoenix
by Ron Oestrike's baseballers. And all of Bob Parks and Al Pingle's
supreme showings in track and cross-country as well as Mike Jones'
crowns in swimming. Or the success of any of the sports. It's bigger
than that.
It's a feeling a lot of people can share that they've really made it.
To the top of the heap. Respectability can do that. And all those
bad, behind-the-back barbs about EMU being an "outlaw school" for
athletes is soon, very soon a slur that'll be a worthless pollutable
item scheduled for re-cycling.
This end product, this move to the top wasn't a one-shot affair.
The MAC disclosed that they've eyed potentials for the league for
nearly three years. Probably the most important thing that Dr.
Sponberg said in his elated state after the initial announcement was,
"The student body has been very anxious that we associate with a
conference. It gives them a sense of pride and dignity and a chance
for exchange of faculty and graduate students, which is another
benefit." Pride and d ignity. Love and marriage. That's EMU and
MAC.

And when I think personally of all the spirit-crushing blows I've
suffered in my two-year sports editor term it makes me triply
appreciate the dogged determination to prod the machine on,
tampering with it all the long, in hopes that one day it would stand
alone and become a productive device of its own paying each and
every investor back in a very special way. It's happened.
A machine. Kind of. Made of average athletes and, at times
frustrated coaches. But, at finely oiled moments a glimmering,
sheening creation beaming sensational links like Kennedy McIntosh,
Bob Lints, Harvey Marlatt, Dave Ellis, Hayes Jones, Jeff Peck,
Gordon Messer, Lanny Mills, Earle Higgins, and Dave Pureifory. And
a lot, lot more.
They were catalysts. But so were the Jim Ryans who made every
practice but not necessarily all the trips and who never quit trying.
And they are who I personally toast. I lift my glass to the Sponbergs
and Ferzaccas and Fountains who stuck their necks out and rode the
ship to the end through plenty of rough rides and who always inched
forward, never thinking of turning back under pressure.
They deserve the first drink. They're the ones who carried the jug
to the top of the hill.
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Huron waches Successful

Eastern Michigan's recent
gallop into national prominence
via their entry into the
Con ference
M id-A m er i ca n
(MAC) was preceeded by a host
of successful splinters from the
University training grounds.
Lauri Niskanen's appointment
as linebacker coach for the Big
Ten Minnesota Gophers made
him the fourth Huron graduate
assistant to attain a lucrative
post after leaving an EMU
internship .
Len
Fontes is
currenlly
the
defensive
c o ordi n a t o r
D a yton
at
University and Norm Parker is a
receiver coach al Wake Forest.
Additionally, colorful Pat
Gallinagh, himself a standout on
Michigan State's 1966 Rose
Bowl team, has made good use
of the relatively new grad
assistant program. Gallinagh has
accepted a head coaching

position at Bessemer High
School in the Upper Peninsula.
Two former assistant coaches
have also left Head Coach Dan
Boisture's side since his 1968
arrival to further their personal
careers.

Ted G ulhard went via Wake
Forest as the defensive line
coach to nab a good head job al
Tawa s High School. Dick
Moseley is another recent
departer and will be moving on
assume
to
the
defensive
coordinator's role a l Wichita
Stale.
With each winning season it
becomes increasingly difficult
for the University to retain key
members of the coaching
personnel--but that is a problem
of the successful--and Dan
Boisture, al the moment, is
content to wrestle with it.
Success can do that.

Alex Karras Is Wit Hit
Of Annual Football Bust
now,
ladies and
"And
gentlemen," said Lion Larry
Adderly, "I would like to
introduce to you the most
most
handsome,
funniest,
articulate, most ta lented football
p l a y er i n t h e
w o rld-Alex
K a r r a s. " S o 1e mnly, bespect
a c l ed eyes glit
tering, clutching
a s t ubby cigar,
Alex Karras
s t e p p e d up to
the microphone
a t t h e R aleigh
House in South
field and began
E MU ' s eighth
annual football
b u s t . " La d i e s
a n d gentlemen,
h onored guests,
coaches and
members of the
team, and fellow
clergymen . . . "
It was N ovem
ber 19th of last
year, and Karras,
full-time Detroit
L i ons football player usually
identified by the big "71" on his
back, gave the audience of
n e a r l y 600 m en and three
women a night to remem ber.
"Would the three women
sitting in the back please stand
up." Karras gestured them up.
''I'll bet that you are all
mothers of football players."
Proudly, the mothers nodded.
Shaking his head sadly, Karras
said "They must all be
quarterbacks. I can't imagine
any football player in the world
being stupid enough to let his
mother come to a football
bust." Q uarterback hating is a
tackle's
biggest
d e fensive
the
Even
p r e -occupation.
mothers had to laugh.
The football bust is an annual
affair honoring the football
team. With a speaker like Karras
the event was bound to be a
success. His dry humor has
brightened late-night talk shows
day-time
and
soda
pop
commercials. There's even talk
of a movie offer, a la Joe
Namath.
It was his warmth, as well as
his wit, that delighted the
audience.
Alumni,
football
players, coaches, staff and
friends of EMU there will testify

The Hurons and the Pros

to the good time they had. Just
ask them; they'll start spouting
comments like "I don't speak to
rookies because if I start talking
to them, then they want to hang
around me all the time." etc.

George Duranko, Tom Laskey, Ted Hand and Head Coach Dan Boisture
Eastern Michigan's
When
Hurons open up their fall camp
to try and improve upon their
impressive 7 2
- - 1 mark in 1970,
their
only
link
with a
professional atmosphere won't
be their stylish green-and-gold
Green Bay Packer uniform
types.
They'll have plenty of
contacts right on the field. No
less than three Hurons have
brothers in the pro ranks now.
Junior center prospect Ted Hand
is the kid brother of Larry, the
standout defensive end for the
Detroit Lions. Ted and Larry are

both from West Milford, New Baltimore Colts. Coincidentally,
Tom and Bill's sister is married
Jersey.
to
another ex-Michigan star Rick
Another hopeful is George
Duranko, a sophomore, from Volk, an all-pro with the
Johnstown,
Pe n n s y lvania. Baltimore Colts.
George's brother, Pete, is a
The fi.rst pro football family
former All-American from Notre
Dame presently flashing his to make its mark on the
wares as a defensive end for the Ypsilanti campus in recent years
was by J ohn Schmidt, cousin of
Denver Broncos.
Joe
Coach
Lion
Detroit
Freshman Tom Laskey brings Schmidt. John was a captain
the third touch to the EMU with the Hurons in the 1968
campus as the brother of season and became a Kodak
ex-Michigan Wolverine star, Bill. All-American before going on to
Both Bill and Tom are from the World Champion Kansas
neighboring Saline, Michigan. City Chiefs' training camp. John
Just recently Bill was traded is now in private business in his
from the Oakland Raiders to the hometown, Pittsburgh , Pa.

Huron Symbol Has Proud History

N I NTH
AN N UAL
FOOTBALL
BUST

•
NOV. 1 8
•

RALEIGH
HOUSE

25300 Telegraph Rd.

submitted by Gretchen Borst
and George Hanner, and a
beautiful Indian head in three
colors was designed by Harry
Howard '10, a great athlete and
commercial artist.

Huron Indians, one the son of a
chief, were i,layi.ng on Normal's
athletic teams at that time and
indicated that they felt it would
be an honor to their tribe if the
Huron was chosen as a symbol.

The choice of the Huron as a
representative symbol was a
logical one. Early history of
Michigan reveals that in 1736
some two hundred Indians of
the Huron tribe lived and
roamed the hills about the river
valley in this area. l.n addition,
the river, a street in town and
the main hotel all bore the
Huron name. Two full blooded

Over these forty years, the
symbol has been used with
respect for the Huron Indian and
has established a great tradition.
In our new conference, two
other schools use an Indian as
their symbol: Central Michigan
University uses the Chippewa
and Miami University athletic
teams are nicknamed the
Redskins.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
The history of the Huron
Indian as the symbol for Eastern
Michigan University goes back to
1929
when
the
Athletic
Department was approached by
local sports writers who pointed
out that the school's name,
Michigan State Normal College,
was too long to fit into a
new spa per
column.
They
suggested that a symbol be used,
as many colleges and universities
throughout the country were
doing.
The Board of .Directors of the
Men's Union voted to sponsor a
contest among students to select
a proper symbol to represent the
athletic teams. Several names
were submitted, including the
Trojans, the Pioneers and the
H uron Indians. Of course the
winner
was
the
Huron,

FOOTBALL FACT BOOK
72 pages (8½ x 1 1 ) of records. facts, photos and
statistics. A l o o k to the future and the
Mid-American Conference. The 1 9 71 Outlook.
Profiles of all the players a n d coaches.
Documentation of the history of football at
Eastern Michigan.

FEATURES

The Rynearson Years as told by Ray Stites
The Fifties and Fred Trosko by Bill Jones
Scores of all games played by EMU teams
since 1 892
A complete list of players who ever lettered at EMU
To order your FOOTBALL FACT BOOK, send one dollar
plus twenty five cents for handling ($1.25) to Sports
Information Service, 201 Bowen Field House, Eastern
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 .
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Track Squad Wins "Triple Crown "; Golf, Tennis Successful
While Canonero II was failing
in his bid for the Triple Crown
of racing on June 5 , Eastern's
t rack squad was sweeping to its
own "Triple Crown," the NAIA
Outdoor Nat ional Track Title . In
November. the l l urons had
garnereJ the cross country
crown and in January won t h e

Head coach Bob Parks took a
group of fifteen to t he June
event in Billings, Montana, for
the three day battle in defending
the t it le they won last year. The
squad was a good one. as 1 3 men
captured valuable team points.
Three of t hl' thinelads won
ind ividual events to give the

of 1 67-3 . Meanw h.ile, Gordon
Minty surprised more than a few
with his stunning upset victory
in the three mile over defending
champ
Rex Maddaford of
Eastern New Mexico . Minty left
the di minutiv e New Zca lander
far behind on t he last lap while
teammate
Dave
Ellis was

Coach Parks came in for a
share of the honors when it was
announced earlier that day t hat
he had been named the NAIA
National Track Coach of the
Year. In five years in Ypsilanti,
Park's squads have nailed down
eight N A I A National titles and
one
NC AA-College Division

Gordon Minty
NAIA indoor title in Kansas
City . Thus. Eastern Michigan
University became the first
school. large or small, ever to
win t h e "triple crown" of track
in one year.

Wayne Seiler
Hurons an unsurmountable lead
and put them on the way toward
the victory total of 65 .
John Smiley surprised no one
as he successfully defended his
hammer throw title with a toss

Dave £//is
grabbing fourth place in the
same race. Ellis came back t he
next da y to win his sixth
individual career NAIA race,
taking the six mile t o seal the
Huron victory .

Mike Ferguson
crown
However, the real topping to
the track season came a week
later when Gordon Minty and
Wayne
went
Seiler
to
Sacramento
for
the
NCAA-College Division Meet.
The pair were on their own and
entered three separate races.
Minty in the thn:c and six mile
and Seiler in the mile. They won
all three, collected 30 team
points, and put Eastern Michigan
into a fourth place tic for team
honors.

1971 Football Weekend - In Milwaukee

The Huron track team had a
very good year.
Cm1ch
Ron
Meanwhile.
Oestrike's diamomlm en were
running into t rouble after tak ing
a runner-up trophy in the
Anaheim Collegiate Tourney in
March. The Hurons suffered
from a lack of t:xpcricnee before
finally winning the NAIA
D istrict title and finishing
23-2 1 - 1 for the year. Graduation
and pro signings from the year

before hurt t h e team so building
a solid starting lineup was the
main task for Oestrike for much
of the season.
The season did produce some
bright spots with t h e hitting of
third baseman Mike Ferguson
and first baseman Rocky Roe.
Ferguson led the squad w i t h a

John "Rocky " Roe
.336 batting average while Roe
batted in 35 runs and belted six
home runs. Both will be back
next year.
Promising
pitchers
also
emerged as freshman Tom Ford
came in winning two key games
and saving both ends of a double
header in the N A I A Area
playoffs. Ford , freshman Larry
Kinn and sophomore Woody
Mills could be the nucleus lo
build around in ' 72 .
On the country club circuit ,
Coach Harold Simons and his
linksmen were roaring to a fast
1 1 -0 record , before ending up al
1 5 -6. The main goal of the sq uad
was to d efend their NA IA
District 2 3 tit le an d advance to
the Nationals. However, hot
shooting by Detroit College in
the Spartan Invitational stifled
that bid .
However, due to the fine
show by the Green and White in
(Continued on Page I J)

Swimmer Gordon Messer
Named Athlete of Year
Members of the 1 9 70 football weekend group in Washington D.C. with Senator Robert Griffin.
Tlw
excit ement
of
an
out -nf-t own footbu ll g_:1 111 <· plus a
\ isit to l ite· bee r ,·apit :.il of
1\ 111n1ca i, J\\':t it ing you Oct ober
2 2 J 11 d : ·' \\, h ,. 11 t It e· ,\ I t I 111 111
.-\ ,">,·ia t 1011 go..:, to Milwa ul- ce·
for t he· g:.t lll l' be·t w,'C11 th e
l l urnm -iml the ll 111vcrs1ty of
W1,co n,in a l M il wa uk ee.
$45 pe•r person covl'rs ihc tab

fo r
bus
trip
r o und
t ra nsport at ion . a 111g_h t \ stay a t
l nn-Crnt ra l
ll ol1 d a �
t he
downt o\\' 11 , e1 t nm nf thl' Schlit1
Br,·" ''r) . hn1nd1 before thl.'
ga 111c. ga 111c t id, l't, and Jin nl'I' at
Win Schukrs 1n St . J oseph 011
t he· wa� ho111 e. Tra nsfrrs to the·
gamc. all tu x,•s. g.ra tuit ic, and
ad m issio n charges a rc also

rl1e bus l eav,·, at 8 : 00 a . m.
f ro m
Frid ay. Octohn . , .,
Md� l'n n v U 111un . so get �,·t .
r,·;id y . g_o!

Gordon Messer, co-captai n of
t he E M U swim tcatll, was nam..:d
1 97 1 "Athlete of the Year" on
January 1 5 .
Messer. a native of Allen Park .

Ftl l o ut t h e a t tal'hl'd form if
f,,othall is your game.

r--------M�eYo� R�;�ti�N;w !---- ----7
EMU Football Holiday

Send t o: Eastern Michigan University
Office for Alumni Relations and Development
McKenny Union
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48 1 97
Name ______________________________ Year _____
Address _ _

_

_
_ _______

City _______

_
_ ________ Phone __

_________

_
_ ______

_
_ State ___________ Zip ____

Names of persons accompanying me:

E n c l o s e d i s m y c h e c k ( $ 2 5 . 0 0 d e p o s i t for each p e r s o n ) i n t h e a m ount of
$ __ for_reservation(s) for the Football Holiday t o Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Make checks payable to Eastern Michigan University.
Reservations to be confirmed and paid in full by 30 days prior to departure.

- - - ���������� � ��� �������� - - - - - - - J
u

Gordon Messer
is a four time All-American and
has been a member of four
NAIA
s t ra i g h t
n a tional
championship swim teams. H e is
a member of the E M U 400-yard
medley relay team that set a
national N A I A meet record of
3 : 39. 1 0 in 1 970. In addition,
Messer holds three Huron varsity
records, the I 00-yard butterfly
( : 5 3.7 seconds), the 200-yard
butterfly ( 1 : 5 9.0) and the
400-yard medley relay (3 : 38.8 ).
Co-captain of the swim team

for the past two seasons, Mess<.:r
won All-Ameri<.:a honors for a
record-setting fourth stra ight
year when the ll urons compdcd
the
na tio na l
in
NAIA
tournament March 1 8 . 1 9 a nd
20 in Clarion, Pennsy lvania .
A senio r maj oring in busines.
M e � sc r
ha�
e d u ca t i o n .
maintained a cum ula tive grade
point average of helt er t han 3 . 0.
l ie is also an ROTC Honor Cadet
and a mem ber of "Scabbard and
Blade" honorary fraternity.
The award was present cd on
behalf of Phi Sigma Epsilon
fraternity at halftime of the
EMU - Buffalo basketball game
by fra ternity members John
Doug�s and John Kouzou�an.
Previous winners of the
Athlete of t h e Year award arc
Dave Ellis ( I 969) and Al J agutis
( 1 970).
Other nominees considered by
the
committee
s e l e c tion
M ills
Lanny
i nc l u ded
(gymnastics),
Terry
Collins
(baseball), Wayne Seiler ( cross
country), Ian Hall (track and
field), Mike Weede (wrestling),
Mike Yankee (football), Mike
Dom browski (tennis), Ed Muir
(golf) and Kennedy McIntosh
(bask et ball).
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1920-1929

FRANK J. MANLEY ('27, Hon.
M.Pd. '37, Hon. LLD '65),
executive director of Mott
Foundation Projects, received an
honorary degree from Ferris
State College.

1930-1939

DR. CANDACE ROELL ( B.S.
'30), professor of physical
education for women at Western
Michigan
University,
was
presented an "Honor Award" at
the national convention of the
American
for
Association
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation in April.

Georgetown Publications, Inc.,
of Ann Arbor, has been put in
charge of promotions for their
latest book, PHOENIX WITH A
BAYONET. The book is a
journalist's interim report on the
Greek revolution.

DR. DONALD M. CURRIE
(A.B.
'49),
M.A.
' 47,
superintendent of Royal Oak
schools, has been elected to the
lnterlochen Board of Trustees.

the McFadden
Lansing.

EMERITIJS CLUB
Corporation,

WINOGENE
E L L ET T
DARLING ( ' J O ) was principal of
PHYLLIS WOLIN GOLDMAN Northport High School for two
(B.S. '48) has just had a years and one year at Dart
children's book published by Junior High School in Flint. Mrs.
Walker and Company, New Darling enjoys traveling and has
WHA TEVER been to Hawaii, Europe and
York,
called
around the world. She also
HAPPENED TO YES?
travels extensively in the United
States. She is active in Tuesday
ROBERT E. LAUBACH (B.S. Musicale, Northwest Women's
'49) was recently appointed Club and the Detroit Golf Club.
Mrs. Darling enjoys spending
time at her cabin at Grand
Traverse Bay, playing bridge,
reading and keeping in contact
with her old friends. She lives at
I S O B Billingsgate Court,
Birmingham, Michigan.

DR. RICHARD H. MAHARD
('35) has been appointed
chairman of the geology and
at
department
g e o graphy
Denison University, Granville,
Ohio.
E. L. KLAIBER (B.S. '36) was
presented the Eternal Triangle
Award by the National Council
of Phi Sigma Epsilon. The award
is the highest honor accorded by
that organization.

HAZEL CURTISS MUZZALL
('10) taught high school Latin
and English at Coopersville,
Michigan, until her marriage in
1913. Mrs. Muzzall now enjoys
traveling, reading and playing
bridge. She resides at 2759
Leonard Street, NW, Apt. A-7,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Dr. Candace Roell

Jean McKenny L ePere

RICHARDSON
M ARIAN
MARION ('38, B.S. '59) was

appointed elementary principal
for grades kindergarten through
second grade in Brown City,
Michigan.
E. C. ORTON ('38), president
and chief executive officer of
the Wolverine State Bank in
Sanilac County, has been elected
as chairman of the Board of
Directors of the bank.

1940-1949

JEAN McKENNY LePERE (B.S.
'47), professor at Michigan State
University, is co-author of a new
elementary
school
reading
system based on linguistic and
behaviorial research.

JOHN P. KOKALES ('42-'43,

HOWARD R. MESSENGER
('4 7) has been elected president
and chief executive officer of

vice-president

of

Spring Season Successful

and the right to represent the
that
tournament,
Eastern area in national tournament
to competition.
was
invited
Michigan
participate in the NCAA-College
Among
the
outstanding
Division Nationals in Chico, performers this season were
California. Four H urons made singles stars Lee Patton and Al
the trip and picked up an
eleventh place finish.
Ypsilanti's Jeff Reaume came
in for top honors during that
fine team season. A first round,
record breaking 66 in the
Spartan Invitational, helped
Reaume tie for individual
medalist honors. In a special
playoff, Reaume won the hole
and took the trophy home. In
California, Reaume fought off
some of the nation's best to take
tenth place honors.
fortunes
Huron
tennis
continued to climb this season
under head coach Ron Nemeth.
The Green and White netters
won thirteen of twenty-three
Al Jagutis
matches while playing an
accelerated schedule including Jagutis and the doubles tandem
Notre Dame, A! bama, Bowling of Jagutis and Jeff Ferguson.
Green, Toledo and Dayton.
All but Jagutis return next
The EMU
xtet won the season, so future hopes on the
NAIA District 2 3 championship court are promising.
(Continued from Page 12)

lONE E. SHERMAN ( ' I S )
taught in Battle Creek from
1915 to 1918 . From 1918 until
her retirement in 1961, she was
with the Detroit Public Schools.
At the time of her retirement
she was principal of Cooke
Junior High School. Miss
Sherman has traveled to Europe,
South America and the Holy
Land. She enjoys gardening and
Women's City Club activities.
Miss Sherman lives at 14230
Piedmont, Detroit, Michigan.
DORA YOUNG ('17) taught in
Marlette; Lapeer; Spokane,
Washington; and Flint. Before
her retirement in 1958, she was
an elementary principal for 29
years in Flint. Miss Young now
e nj oys
traveling,
church
activities, working in service
clubs and gardening. She makes
her home at 3505 Granger,
Detroit, Michigan.
PEG O'NEIL HERMAN ('25)
taught for three years before she
was married. Ten years after her
marriage she began a career as an
executive secretary> retiring in
1968. Mrs. Herman enjoys many
outdoor
activities,
reading,
attending concerts, traveling and
visiting with old friends. She
North
625
at
resides
Royal
Oak,
Gainsborough,
Michigan.

Announcing the publication of
E.L. Klaiber

ROBERT FREELAND ('42), an
early promoter of the growth
and development of the "multi
media" (non-book) approach in
library science, is now teaching
courses in this field for the
University of California, San
Diego.

'46-'47),

ELLA FUNK ROY AL ('12)
taught in Wayne, Whitehall and
Ionia, Michigan. She is a past
president of the Shelby Ladies'
the
C lu b ,
Literary
W om e n ' s
C o ngregati onal
Fellowship, Past Matron's Club
and OES No. 229. She is also a
life member of the Shelby
Chapter of OES and is a member
of the Oceana Historical Society
and the Botany Cross Chapter of
Daughters of the American
Revolution. Mrs. Royal now
tutors students in Latin, English
and
She
algebra.
enjoys

gardening, China painting and
reading. She retired in 1958, but
is on call at the OCEANA
HERALD office. Mrs. Royal
lives at I 00 East Fourth Street,
Shelby, Michigan.

Robert E. Laubach

Commanding Officer of the U.S.
Naval Reserve Surface Division
5-43,
Adelphi,
Maryland.
Surface
Division
5-43
is
composed of medical personnel
and is the only such naval unit in
the nation.
THOMAS E. LILLIE (B.S. '49),
principal of Hoover School,
Park,
received
Hazel
the
Outstanding
M i c h i g a n 's
Elementary School Principal
Award for 1 970. The award, the
first of its kind given by the
of
Association
M i c higan
Elementary School Principals,
was presented at the annual
meeting in Grand Rapids. Lillie
began his career in Hazel Park as
a fifth grade teacher in 19 50,
was named principal of Wanda
School in 19 57 and became
principal of Hoover in 19 59.

1950-1959

RICHARD S. HEITZNER (A.B.
Community
Genesee
'50),
College public relations director,
has been named president of the
Michigan Association of College
Public Information Officers for
I 970-71.
DR. JACK A. MOBLEY (B.S.
'SO), formerly director of
secondary education for the
Flint Public Schools, has been
appointed superintendent of the
Owosso Public Schools.
CARL K . KRAUSE (A.B. '51)
has been appointed corporate
( Continued on Page 14)

Egbert R. Ishell's

A History of Eastern Michigan University,

1849-1965

"This history is of special interest and inspiration as it
traces the story of one of the most significant chapters in
the development of higher education in the United
States... Professor Isbell unfolds an inspmng story.
Thousands of graduates of Eastern Michigan University have
carried into schools and colleges over the entire country the
idea of their university. They have influenced the minds of
legions of young people and their professional colleagues.
Thus, much that has happened in the last 120 years is now
playing a part in shaping the course of American
education... This book should interest and gratify all who
have ties with Eastern and will be of value to all who have a
professional interest in the development of education in
America."
Harold E. Sponberg,
President
Eastern Michigan University

This essence of Eastern Michigan University since its
founding in 1 849 abounds with the lives times and
accomplishments of its faculty and students.' To make it
possible for every alumnus of E.M.U. to own a copy of this
beautiful history of his university, a publication of the
Eastern Michigan University Press, a special price of $10.00
is extended to the Alumni of Eastern Michigan University.
The preferred Alumni copies shou)ci be ordered direct from
the Eastern Michigan University Press, 430 W. Forest ,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48 I 97.
The history features sixteen original sketches of the
presidents of this University by Jane M. Dart, member of
E.M.U.'s Art Department faculty, which further enhance
th� quality of this publication. Handsomely bound, ric'1ly
pnnted, the book is scheduled for publication on October
16, I 971, at a retail price of $12.00.

About the Author:

Dr. Egbert R. Isbell, a native of Michigan, earned his BA,
MA, LLB, and PhD degrees from the University of Michigan
where he also was an outstanding track star. Dr. Isbell was a
member of the the EMU history faculty from 1937 until his
retirement. This manuscript was virtually complete at the
time of his death in 1968.
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the
for
director
training
Minnesota based Donaldson's
Department Stores. He will head
the staff of instructors who
conduct the training program
and management development
activities.
RICHARD D. DORNBOS (B.S.
'52) has been appointed deputy
superintendent of the Lake
School
Catholic
Michigan
System. He will serve as
principal of Lake Michigan
Catholic School and will be
the
for
r esponsible
administration of all educational
programs in the tri-parish area of
Benton Harbor St. John's,
Fairplain St. Bernard 's and St.
Joseph Catholic.

GILBERT M. WILLIAMS ('58)
has been named project director
of the University of Southern
California's Comm unity Services
Center.
The
was
Center
established to develop and
conduct programs of particular
service to the community
surrounding the USC campus.

MARILYN KAY STICKLE (B.S.
'59) was listed in the 1970
edition of "Outstanding Young

and hydro-space
aero-space
physicians and physiologists, is
affiliated with the Aerospace
Medical Association.
JAMES TACKMANN (B.A. '62,
M.A. '68) has been hired by the
Fennville Board of Education as
Elementary School Principal.

ROBERT N. RUE (M.A. '63)
was recently inaugurated as the
first president of Mohegan
Community College in New
London, Connecticut.
JOSEPH A. CAIMI (B.S. '64,
M.A. '6'D, principal of Ubly

director at Northwestern High
School in Flint, has been
appointed principal of Union
High School in Grand Rapids.
DR. PAUL W. REA (Sec. Cert.
'65) was recently appointed to
the English Department of the
University of Northern Colorado
in Greeley.
JAMES H. DOYLE (Spec. '66)
been
has
deputy
named
superintendent in the Lincoln
Park School District. Formerly
he was assistant superintendent
in charge of curriculum. As

Norma Jean Pond

Women of America." Miss
Stickle is an assistant professor
of elementary education at Ball
S t ate
Muncie,
University,
Indiana.

1960-1969

FRED STEFANSKI (A.B. '5 I ,
M.A. '56) has been appointed RAYMOND ,BOTTOM (M.A.
dean of academic instruction at '60) is co-author of the new
Schoolcraft Community College. book HARD WOOD HERO. The
Prior to this appointment he was book is about a man who returns
director of community services to his hometown as the high
at Schoolcraft. Stefanski is school basketball coach. Bottom
presently working towards an is now a school principal in
education specialist's degree at Monroe and was a basketball
the University of Michigan.
coach for several years.

-

NORMA JEAN POND (B.S. '55) WILLIAM J . BUCKINGHAM
is the new president of the (M.A. '60) has been named
Pontiac Education Association. director of residence halls and
Besides serving as president of food services at Ferris State
PEA and being on the human College, Big Rapids. Prior to
relations committee, she teaches coming to Ferris seven years ago,
remedial reading at Wisner Buckingham was on the staff of
School in Pontiac. She was Eastern as director of McKenny
chairman of the committee Union and food services.
which wrote a handbook for ROBERT T. HUNT (B.S. '60,
remedial reading teachers in M.A. '63) has been appointed
Pontiac.
principal of the new Ardis
Elementary School in Ypsilanti.
MERLYN C. MINICK (A.B. '56) He formerly served as principal
recently received his Ph.D. of
Adams Elementary in
degree from Wayne State Ypsilanti.
University.
JAMES T. TAYLOR (B.S. '60,
RAY D. PEAKE (B.S. '56, M.A. M.A. '63) has been elected
appointed mayor of Gibraltar, Michigan.
been
has
'62)
superintendent for the Monroe
County Intermediate School LEO L. BELLER (B.S. '61) has
District.
been appointed controller of a
new axle
assembly plant
GARY HUMPHREY ('58) is scheduled to be constructed this
currently head football coach at year in Marysville, Ohio, by
Garden City East High School. Rockwell - Standard Company, a
Based on his 8-0-1 record this subsidiary of North American
past year, he was selected Rockwell Corporation.
"Coach of the Year" for the
Dearborn area and also shared GEORGE BULLOCK (B.S. '61),
"Coach of the Year" honors for formerly a visiting teacher with
the Lower Metropolitan area.
the Toledo Public Schools, has
been named principal of Horace
ELWOOD KIRKPATRICK (B.S. Mann School, Toledo.
'58) and his wife have been
named the Outstanding Young ROBERT W. BRUMMELER
Dairy Couple of 1971 by the (B.B.A. '62) has been appointed
Producers second vice-president and loan
M i c higan
Milk
Association.
officer of Manufacturers Bank of
Detroit.
JOHN J. MEYERS (B.S. '58,
Bus. Ad. '6 3 ), a representative
the Indianapolis Life
for
Insurance Company, has been
elected regional vice-president of
the Michigan State Assoication
of Life Underwriters.

RICHARD M: BEYST ( M.A.
'67), a junior high school history
and English teacher in Lincoln
Park, has been selected as
Lincoln Park's 197 I Outstanding
Young Educator.
DAVID DeVIEW (M.A. '67) has
been appointed as intern
principal of Sterling Elementary
School in Utica.

ARTHUR E. LUX (B.A. '67) has
recently been appointed as
p r ose c utor
of
a ss i s t ant
Washtenaw County. He earned
his law degree last year at the
Detroit College of Law. Prior to
his new appointment, Lux was
associated with a private law
firm in Detroit.
DOUGLAS MARK (B.B.A. '67)
has been appointed an account
agent for Allstate Insurance in
Ann Arbor.

WILLIAM MAYS, JR. ('54) is
the new treasurer of the
of
Association
M i c higan
Elementary School Principals.
He is also President of the
Michigan
of
Association
Elementary School Principals for
Region Ill.
After six years in the State
VINCENT
J.
Legislature,
PETITPREN (A.B. '51, M.A.
'57) is now working with the
firm of Louis C. Kingscott &
Associates, Inc., Kalamazoo.

Vietnam. Stripp received the
award while assigned as a squad
leader.

DR. LEWIS IRVIN (B.S. '62)
has been elected to membership
in the Undersea Medical Society
by the Executive Committee of
the Society. The society,
broad
the
r ec og n i z i n g
communality of interests among

Gilbert M. Williams

Elementary School, has been
named superintendent of Ubly
Community Schools.
THOMAS G. FERREBEE (M.A.
'64) has been appointed to the
newly created position of
director of police , recruitment
and placement in Hamtramck.
SAM NOYER (B.A. '64) has
been named sports director of
Pittsburgh's W IIC-TV, where he
has handled sportscasting duties
for the last year.
DALE E. BARTCH (B.B.A. '65,
M.A. '67), business manager at

Center Campus of Macomb
County Community College,
received
his
doctorate in
education from Wayne State
Unive rsity.
WILLIAM CHIZMAR ( Elem.
Prov. '65, Elem. Cert. '66, M.A.
appointed
'67) has been
principal of Elwell Elementary
School in Belleville.

GENE W. CORRELL (B.A. '65)
appointed
been
has
administrative
assistant
for
personnel at St. Joseph Mercy
Hospital in Ann Arbor.
WILLIAM R. JACOBY (M.A.

'65 ) is presently pastor of
Sharon Hill United Methodist
Church,
Sharon
Hi ll,
PennsyIvania. Prior to his
present appointment, he was
pastor of the Orthodox Street
Church in Ph.iladelpltia. Rev.
Jacoby graduated from Eastern
Baptist Seminary, Philadelphia.
in May 1970, with a Master of
Divinity degree. He was ordained
in June by the United Methodist
Church, Eastern Pennsylvania
Conference.

DEAN E. LIDGARD (M.A. '65),
of the University Medical Center
in Ann Arbor, has been elected
president of the American
Association of Child Care in
Hospitals.
A.
MacINTYRE
RONALD
( M.A. '65) has been appointed
of
Washington
principal
Elementary School in Mt.
Clemens.
THOMAS L. NEAT (M.A. '65,

Spec. '68), community school

Dr. Lewis Irvin

deputy superintendent, he will
closely
work
with
the
s u p er i n t e n d e n t
on
all
administrative matters while
continuing
his
duties
in
curriculum planning.
Army Sergeant GARRETT R.
STRIPP ( '66-'68) has received
the Bronze Star Medal in

CALVIN SCHMUCKER (B.A.
'67) has received the Novi
Jaycee's Outstanding Educator
Award. Schmucker is chairman
of the English Department at
Novi High School and teaches
speech, drama and English.
RONALD SESVOLD (B.S. '67)
has been named the new general
manager of the Tel-Twelve Mall
in Southfield. He was formerly
retail advertising manager of the
PONT/A(:
PRESS.
After
graduating from Eastern, he
(Continued on Page J 6)

RECENT RETIREES
The following alumni have dedicated their lives to the field of
education. After approximately 500 combined years of service,
they have retired. To them go our best wishes for an enjoyable
retirement.
WALDO

(WALT)

ASHLEY

('33) retired after a 36-year
· teaching and coaching career. He
was athletic director of the
Waterford School System for the
past 20 years.
MISS VIOLET BARTON ('49)
retired after a 3 8-year career in
education. She was with the
Cherry Hill School District for
27 years.
DAVISON
MRS.
GLADYS
FELDKAMP('24, '30) retired in

June after serving Washtenaw
County for 46 years. At the time
of her retirement she was
teaching at Pleasant Lake
Elementary School in Chelsea.
GRACE
BEEBE
M R S.
FRANKLIN (B.S. '62) retired as
principal of Northeast and
Birkenstock Elementary Schools
in Howell after serving 47 years
in Livingston and Oakland
Counties.
ISAAC E. GROVE (B.S. '32) has
retired after 26 years as
of
Monroe
superintendent
County Intermediate School
District, and 46 years in the field
of education.
THOMAS
STELLA
MRS.
HOWE ('31, B.S. '55) retired
this past June. She taught at
Arno School in Allen Park since
it opened in 1949 and previously
taught for 1 1 years in other
Michigan communities.

JOHN MAKEL (B.S. '28),
Probate Judge of Charlevoix
County, retired January 31,
I971, after I O years. Judge
Makel had been a teacher or
school administrator for most of
his life.
MRS. LETA CLAY PASCO
(B.S. '39) retired after 41 years
of teaching, 36 of which were
spent in the Fenton elementary
schools.
M RS.
CLARK
JESSIE
R A N D A L L('52, M.A. '54) has
retired from the Cherry Hill
School System after 34 years in
the field of education.
MRS. DORTHA YOUNGLOVE
SIMMONS ('29, B.S. '53) retired
from Edgemont Elementary
School (Belleville), having taught
at the school since it opened.
She spent 31 years in the
teaching profession.
MRS. GERALDINE KETCHUM
SNEED (B.S. '5 I ), after 36 years
of teaching, is retiring from
Byron Area Elementary School.
M R S.
HILL
ELLEN
STEVENSON (B.S. '43) retired
from the Plymouth School
System after 28 years of
teaching, the last I 2 years in
Plymouth.
MURLIN H. VAUGHN (B.S.
'57) recently retired after 41
years in the field of education,
the last 20 as principal of
Pontiac Lake School.

The Alumnus
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(Continued from Page 14)

served as the adviser to student
publications and as assistant to
the dean of students at Eastern.
Captain GAYLE C. WHITE
(B. B.A. '67) was promoted to
his present rank while serving in
the logistics command at Hill
AFB, Utah.
RONALD WRIGHT ( M.A. '67)
is the new principal of the Hill
Elementary
and
Uptegraff
Schools in Davison. Wright had
been a teacher in Davison for
seven years. He is presently
working toward an education
specialist ·s degree at Michigan
Stale University. Wright also
served as administrative intern
and director of the Title l
summer program.
K A T H L E E N
M R S .
DONAGRANDI ( B.S. '68, M.A.
'69), a resource teacher for the
blind headquartered at Bentley
High School in Livonia, received
the Jaycee's Outstanding Young
Educator Award.
Army Captain ERNEST E.
GRISDALE 1 1 (B.S. '68) has
received the Bronze Star and the
Air Medal. He has been assigned
to report to Ft. McClellan,
the Army
with
Alabama,
Chemical Corporation.
Second Lieutenant MICHAEL L.
JOHNSON ( B. B.A. '68) was the
honor graduate of his class of 90
o f ficers
completing
flight
training at the Army Primary
Helicopter School. Johnson also
earned the "Outstanding in
Flight
Achievement" award
sponsored by the Ft. Wolters
Chapter of the Army Aviation
Association o f America .
JOHN D . McKNIGHT ( M.A.
'68), a teacher and coach at
High School in
Riverview
Riverview since 1 96 5, has been
named assistant principal at
School,
High
Rceths-Puffer
Muskegon.
RAY F. WERDER ( M.A. '68)
has been appointed assistant
principal al East High School in
Garden City . Prior to his new
assisgnment , Werder was a
math/science teacher at Radcliff
Junior High School, Garden
City. Before coming to Garden
City, he taught for two years in

Pennsylvania and served two
years in the U.S. Marine Corps.
BURTON R. ALDRICH (Spec.
'69) resigned from his duties as
superintendent of schools in
Bronson, Michigan, to assume
the same duties at the Ionia
Public Schools.
LAWRENCE BERRY ( B.S. '69)
named assistant
been
has
manager at the New Center
Howard Johnson's in Detroit.

The Alumnus
of 1llino1s, Champaign/Urbana.
JAMES THOMPSON ( M.S. '69),
president of the Wayne Jaycees
for 1 969-70, has been named as
the Distinguished Service Award
Winner.

RONALD TEXLEY ( B .S. '69)
has accepted the position of
p ro f e s sor
and
a s s is t a n t
supervisor of services for the
blind and deaf at the University

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

First Lieutenant KENNETH R.
YORK (B.B .A . '69) recently
the
r eceived
Army
commendation medal while in
was
medal
The
Vietnam.
awarded for meritorious service.

1970-

MICHAEL G. BRADY ( B.B.A. JAMES ANDE RSON ( M. S. '70)
'69) has been named manager of has been appointed General
the new People's Bank branch Manager of Athletics for the
located in East Rockwood.
1 97 1 -72 school year at B ishop
Noll Institute in Hammond,
TARRY DEO ( B . S. '69) is the Indiana.
principal of
new assistant
Ogemaw Heights High School, JOHN DOUGLAS ( B.S. '70) is
West Branch. Prior to his assistant to the dean of students
appoint ment, Deo was a teacher at Adrian College.
in the West Branch - Rose City
JOHN HAMPSON ( M.A. '70)
school system.
has been named the first
JOHN G RAYES ( M.A. '69), assistant principal of Huron High
student activities director at School, Flat Rock. Under his
Livonia's Franklin High School, new assignment, he will also
has been named one of the continue to teach.
state's Outstanding Young Men
for 1 970 by the Michigan THOMAS E. O'BRIEN (M.B.A.
'70) has been appointed factory
Jaycees.
Plymouth
the
manager at
KENNETH L. HEAD ( B.S. '69), division of Associated Spring
cross country coach at Belleville Corporation.
High School, has been named by
the DAIL Y EA GLE as their MARY KAY WATERS ( B.S.
"Coach of the Year." This year '70) has become a field secretary
the cross country team won the for Zeta Tau Alpha sorority for
Western Wayne Invitational and the 1 970-7 1 school year.
the Suburban Six Conference
HAROLD WIS E (B. S. '70) has
championships.
been named executive director
GERALD E. MASTERS (M.A. of the Planned Parenthood
'69) has been named principal of League of Monroe County.
Lincolnshire School, Teoledo.
He has taught at Lincholnshire GREGORY A . CATALANO
'7 1 )
( B . B.A.
has
been
since I 967.
commissioned as a second
LYNN G. ROBINSON ( M.A. lieutenant during Army Reserve
T r a ining
Corps
'69) has been appointed an Officers
elementary school principal in ceremonies. Catalano wiU serve
in the infantry.
Utica for 1 9 7 1 -72.
First Lieutenant LEWIS B .
SUBELSKY ( B. S. '69) was
recently decorated for heroism
in Vietnam. Lt. Subelsky is a
platoon leader, specializing in
four and six-man patrols in
enemy territory .

FALL

GARY P. VAN POPERIN ( B .S.
'7 1 ) was commissioned as a
second lieutenant during Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps
ccremonjes. He will serve in the
transportation corps.
JOHN WOOD (B .S. '7 1 ) has
been appointed director of
for
the
c u r r i cu lum
Q u a r t e r -C o u n t y
Special
E ducation
Cooperative
in
Valparaiso, Indiana.

SEPTEMBER

I - l0
Exhibit: Staff Show Part I

4 - October 1
Exhibit: Photographs by
1 3 - 24
Exhibit: Staff Show Part I I

Sill Hall Art Gallery
Doris Ann Smith
University Library

Sill Hall Art Gallery
18
Concert : Mary Travers and Livingston Taylor
Bowen Field House
24
Seminar: Library Automation
University Library
27 - October 8
Exhibit : Staff Show Part I I I
Sill Hall Art Gallery
TBA
Focus on Books:
Arthur Parris reviewing WEST SIDE STORY
University Library

OCTOBER

1 1 - 15
Exhibit: Attitudes and Directions No. 1
Sill Hall Art Gallery
15
Concert: Joh nny Mathis
Bowen Field House
1 5 - 23
Play : EMU Theatre presents "West Side Story"
Quirk Theatre
1 8 - November 6
Exhibit : Photography
Sill Hall Art Gallery

NOVEMBER

l - 25
Exhibit: Paintings by Jerry Blascak

University Library
8- 12
Exhibit : Attitudes and Directions No. 2
Sill Hall Art Gallery
1 7 - December I 7
Exhibit : Ceramics
Sill Hall Art Gallery

DECEMBER

8 - 12
Play: EMU Theatre presents "You Can't Take it with
You"
Quirk Theatre
TB A
Christmas Concert
University Library, Main Lobbv

